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Chekiang /Forces Defending 'Shanghai 
Are Forced Back ,
Owing to the regular date of meet 
iiig of the Council falling upon a pub 
lie holiday. Labour Day  ̂ i  meeting was 
held ' instead on l^rlday 'evening, with 
; the Mayor, Aldci^mcn Adams^ Knowles 
• Latta, Morrison and Shepherd in at 
■ tendahcc.:
' ' A  cothmUnication was- read froin the
District Municipal Cduricil of Oak Bay' 
oskinfi:̂  the Kelowna delegates to the 
municipal convention at Penticton to 
support a proposal to > centralize muni* 
cipal functions in the Go|Uncils and to 
pbolish School Boards and Police 
' Boards in all municipalities . having a 
population of less than eight thousand. 
* A number of points , in ' favour ; of the 
change were stated, including:,simpli­
fication of procedure and saving of ex­
pense by centralization; the qualifica­
tions for members of the three bodies 
arc practically the same; the boundar­
ies of municipalities . and school dis­
tricts arc likewise practically the same;
, the present system of depriving Coun­
cils of control over police expenses and 
. over the “ordinary expenses” of School 
Boards is unsatisfactory; inflated esti­
mates and extravagance are the natural 
results of a' system which permits a
School Board to exact; the full limit of 
its estimates from the municipal treas­
ury, regardless of collections, sinking 
funds and' the other requirements of a 
municipality; the precedent of England, 
where the Councils control the police,
and in 1902 the School Boards were a- 
bolished and their powers transferred 
to the Councils. A comparison of ex­
penditures made by School Boards, Po­
lice Boards and Councils in 1918 and
1923 respectively was also used, as an 
argument in support of the desired 
change. Thfe figures given for public 
bodies in British Columbia showed in­
creases of expenditure in the half-de- 
' 1 cade of 85 per cent by School Boards, 
71'per cent by Police 'Boards and 29 
per, cent by Municipal Councils,, and 
thus; that schooL expenditure has in­
creased nearly three times as fast, and 
police expenditure two and one-half 
times as fast, as expenditure by Muni­
cipal Councils.
No definite action was taken upon 
the Oak Bay proposal, the Mayor re­
marking that it would probably be dis­
cussed fully at the municipal conven­
tion. His personal opinion was that the 
Police Boards should be merged with 
Municipal Councils, but he was not so 
■ sure as to whether it would be practi­
cable to merge the School Boards also, 
but it would undoubtedly be advantag­
eous to have a representative of the 
Council on the School Board or a re­
presentative of the Board on the ,Coun- 
' cil.
The Children’s Aid Society, Vancou- 
”ver, wrote asking that payment of the 
City’s annual donation be made in time
to be included in the annual statement 
issued soon after the Society’s tag day 
in Vancouver, on September 6th.
The request was laid over for consid­
eration until next meeting.
An application by • St. Michael and 
A ll Angels’ chiurch authorities for per­
mission to u se ‘the City Park for the 
purpose of holding a fete on a date in 
September was granted, having been 
approved in committee.
A  letter from the Union of Canadian 
Municipalities offered the services of 
: that influential body in connection with 
any representations the City might de­
sire to lay before the Board of Railway 
Commissioners, at the session to be 
held on September 17th in connection 
'\Vith complaints arising out of restora­
tion of the Crow’s Nest Pass agree­
ment freight rates.
After discussion of the matter by the 
Mayor, Aid. Latta and Aid. Adams, it 
was decided, on the suggestion of His 
Worship, to draft a resolution lo  be 
forwarded to, the Canadian Union of 
Municipalities, urging that steps be ta- 
’ ken to have the Crow’s Nest Pass rates 
made applicable to all parts of Canada, 
so as to redress some of the complaints 
of discrimination against localities. At 
the same time, the Mayor pointed out, 
this would still 'leave British Colum- 
,bia with the Mountain Scale to con­
tend against.
A  letter written by Mr. J. Barrigan, 
leader of the band at Omak, Wash., 
to Mr. W. M. Crawford, applying for 
the ppsition bf band leader in the event 
of the Kelowna Bamd being resuscita­
ted, was laid before the Council,' and 
the Clerk instructed to write Mr. Barri­
gan to the effect that the matter would
SHANGHAI, Sept, 4.—Thc Che­
kiang jforccs dcfciK^ing the city have 
been forced back in fierce fighting tp 
positions Incafcr Shanghai. The attack 
era arc using Russian airmen to drop 
bombs. ;V:;
Britph, French and United States 
marines have been landed to guard the 
foreign sections. All able-bodied men 





One Hundred And Thirty-Five Sporta- 
mCn Take Part In Labour 
Day Rvents
be gone into later, w hen‘he would be 
communicated Whh. .
'T in connection, with the
inauguration ceremonies of the Okano 
gan-CariboQ. Trail came under consid 
cration. The Council had promised i 
grant of $350 iii aid, and h was be­
lieved that . this, tpgether' with, what 
could be raised by public subscription, 
would meet the total expenditure, but 
the latter, owing to some' unforeseen 
expanses, including $187 for engage 
,mcnt of the Vernon Band, ran consid 
erably over the estimates. The total 
came to about $922, of which approxi 
mately $423 was obtained by public 
subscription. It w as eventually left ov­
er to another meeting to decide wheth­
er the City would, pay all the deficit, 
being about $150 more than the grant 
originally promised.'
By-Law No. 390, amending By-Law 
No. 382, being the. Garbage Collection 
By-law, was reconsidered, finally pas­
sed and adopted, and the same action 
was taken in regard to By-Law No. 
391, granting an option to -Mr. G. H. 
Kerr on the N. Y2 of Lot 3, Block 9/ 
R. P. 462, at a price of $200.
, Three readings were given to By- 
Law No. 392, for the sale of Lots 23 
and 24, R.P. 1315, to Mr. Peter Kron- 
bauer, for $450, and, to By-Law No. 
393, granting an option to Mrs. Maude 
Scott Cummings for the purchase of 
Lot 21 and the East 77 feet of Lot 22, 
Block 5, R. P. 348, for $650.
The routine business having. been 
disposed of, the Mayor stated that 
there was now an important matter to 
deal with for which he had specially 
called the meeting, and he read a let­
ter from the Kelowna Volunteer Fire 
Brigade stating that at a meeting of 
that body it had been decided to bring 
before the'Council the need of a new 
Fire Hall, and the Brigade had accor­
dingly obtained preliminary estimates 
and plans from Col. H. J. R. Cullin, 
^who gave an approximate figure Of 
$16,000 for a building suitable to meet 
requirements. Following receipt of the 
letter, the Council in committee had 
met the Brigade on Monday evening 
last and had discussed the matter fully 
with them. His Worship asked Aid. 
Latta, as chairman of the committee 
concerned, to report upon the proposal.
Aid. Latta stated that the Council 
had gone very fully into the matter 
with the Brigade on the pros and cons 
of their request. The Brigade had put 
up a very strong case, which had a de­
cided influence upon the Council, and 
had convinced him, at least, that some­
thing must be done to provide the de­
sired accommodation. The firemen 
were asked if the matter could not be 
deferred to a future time, but they put 
forward weighty arguments to . show 
why there should be no further delay. 
They pointed out that the valuable fire 
apparatus was housed in a buiWing that 
was one of the greatest fire hazards in 
the city and, if anything happened to 
it, the city would be left without pro­
tection. Also, as a volunteer organiza­
tion, it was absolutely necessary to have 
better accommodation to hold the Bri­
gade together.
He had taken into account the fact 
that the proposal would increase the 
bonded indebtedness of the City by 
$16,000, and he was exceedingly averse 
to add to the civic debt, but it seemed 
absolutely necessary to make this ex­
penditure. It should^ also be remem­
bered that a' number of the Brigade 
members were themselves taxpayers 
and would be affected by any capital 
outlay. There was hope that next year’s 
Council might be able to effect some 
economies which would permit provis­
ion for'interest and sinking fund on the 
debentures for the new building with­
out raising the total tax rate.
He had investigated the annual cost, 
and it would not be nearly as great as 
what the outlay would be if the City 
had to employ a paid Fire Brigade. 
There was also the possibility of lower 
fire insurance rates, the Brigade having 
pointed out that volunteer firemen 
sleeping in the Fire Hall were reckon­
ed equal to paid men, and with the 
provision of sleeping quarters for six
When the members of the Glcnmorc 
Gim Ciub-made artangementd to hold 
an open trap shoot on Labour Day they 
fully eixpcctcd that the programme of 
contests provided would prove an at­
traction to many sportsmen, but they 
did not anticipate that the event would 
turn out to be one of the largest, i 
not the very largest, of its kind ever 
pulled off in this province. Though not 
yery extensively advertised, this trap 
shoot was the means of bringing to­
gether well known shots from Vancou­
ver, Summerland, Penticton, Vernon, 
Revelstoke, Lumby, Armstrong, Mid­
way and Endcrby, who entered into 
friendly competition with residents of 
the Orchard City. Under delightful 
weather conditions, no less than 13.t 
guns contested the various events, the 
competition was keen, and; owing to 
the number of those who took part in 
the contests, it was found impossible 
to finish the entire programme, sortie of 
the competitions being left over till 
today.
The first event, the contest for the 
Pettigrew Cup, began at 9 a.m. and 
there was practically no “let up” to the 
proceedings till 7 p.m. Mr. Charles 
Snell, of the Vancouver Gun Club, ac­
ted as field captain, Mr. J. B. Spurrier 
as general manager, Mr. Allen E. Ross 
as special secretary and recorder and 
Messrs. W. Harvey and-P. Rankin as 
scorers, and through their efforts all 
the competitions which could be held 
went forward briskly.
Refreshments were ̂ served on the 
grounds and at the dlose of the day’s 
sport a banquet -was held in the Elks’ 
Hall at which ninety-five were present 
and which was presided over by May­
or D. W: Sutherland. At this gather­
ing of sportsmen it was decided to 
form “The Interior Trap Shooting As­
sociation,” an organization which is 
expected to cover the whole Interior 
of the province. Officers of this new 
body are: President, Mr. George Dor 
bie, of Vernon; Vice-President, Mr. W. 
A. Sturdy; of Revelstoke; Sec.-Treas- 
urer, Mr. W . Harvey, of Kelowna. 
The following were winners of the
day’s events:-—
10 Targets, Junior Novice Class: 1, 
D. Balsillie; 2, J. Ward; 3, J. Buck- 
land; 4, E. Harvey.
15 Targets, .Open, Novice: 1, J. N. 
Cushing; 2, J. W. Thompson; 3, J. N. 
Cameron;. 4, A. Holmes, Lumby.
IS Targets, Open: 1, F. Casorso; 2, 
A. Clarance, T. Quesnelle, Lumby, E. 
Richter, Midway, F. M. Nichol, Rev­
elstoke, and G. H. Dobie, Vernon, tied.
10 Targets, Open: 1, T. Nelson, N. 
Toll and J. Rutherford, tied; eleven 
tied for second place.
15 Targets, “Open: 1, A. J. McDon­
ald, Revelstoke: 2, A. Evans, Arms­
trong, A. O. Holmes, Lumby, F. Cas  ̂
orso, and A. G. Thompson and C. W. 
Little, Vernon, tied. /
10 Targets, Open, Artificial Quail 
Shooting from the hip: 1, R. Haldane; 
2, G. Dobie, Vernon; 3, E. Cliff, Ver­
non.
Team Shoot, five men, 25 targets: 1st 
prize. Citizen’s Challenge Cup and sil­
ver medals for individual members of 
team, Vernon team, Messrs. Dobie, 
Cliff, Thompson, Green and Brosi; 2nd, 
bronze medals, Revelstoke team, Mes­
srs. McDonell, Sturdy, Barber, Nichol 
and Horth; 3rd, safety razors, Lumby 
team, Messrs. A. Holmes, J. Quesnelle, 
W. R. Shaver and A. Quesnelle.
Longest consecutive run without a 
miss: Won by H. L. Stokes, Arms­
trong, with twenty-two consecutive 
hits.
The other events, including the com­
petition for the Pettigrew Cup Handi­
cap, have not yet been finished.
a r r a n g e m e n t s ; c o m p l e t e d  
FOR PRE-COOLING p l a n t
Only Formal Confirmatfon. By The 





Mayor Sutherland, who has been 
urging .expedition of, the ; pre-cooling 
plant prdjcct for Kelowna, received a 
tclcgfani on Saturday from'Hon, Dr. 
King, Minister, of Public Works, to 
the effect that he had completed, ar­
rangements for the plant and that the 
rtiattcr only required formal' confirma­
tion by the Minister, of Agriculture, 
which will be forthcoming as a matter 
of course. ,
The government programme fore 
casts a pre-cooling plant at' Salmon 
Arm for berries principally, another at 
Kelowna for cherries and soft fruits, 
and a. third at Ci^cston , both for 
berries and cherries. The surplus 
soft fruit at Penticton is being 
taken care of by the new dehydrating 
plant, recently put in operation to rcr 
place that ;unf6rtunately destroyed by 
fire, liast year after a very brief run. It 
is really on an experimental rather than 
a commercial scale, and a, new process 
will be thoroughly tested out which is 
radically different from the means for­
merly employed for evaporating fruit. 
It is said; to preserve the fruit without 
the • excessive shrivelling characteristic 
of other processes, and the flavour of 
the fruit is retained almost in its nat­
ural form when fresh, the greatly su­
perior quality corhm^nding a much 
enhanced price. v '
Central Club For The Kelowna Dis­
trict la Fonhed At EnthusiaBtic 
Meeting
I. O. D. E. BURSARY
. COMES TO KELOWHA
John Harry Williams Is Awairietl 
Annual Schotarship Of $300 .
TARIFF PROBLEM LOOMS
AT OTTAWA CONFERENCE
OTTAW A, Sept 4.—The tariff prob­
lem was unexpectedly interjected into 
the unemployment conference here to­
day.', ^
, J. B. ;Thomsoh, of Vancouver, rep­
resenting the Canadian Manufacturers' 
Association, stated that he favoured 
prohibition of the export of logs. He 
said:',', .
“I feel that the solution of the whole 
unemployment problem is in letting 
those engaged in manufacturing to en­
joy the home markets so that they can 
develop markets abroad. Readjust­
ment of the tariff with adequate pro­
tection is needed.”
L. Deslongchamps, of Montreal, 
charged British manufacturers with 
selling here as British-made boots of 
Russian leather tanned in Germany. (
SCHOOLS RESUME
VACATION
Enrolment Shows Little Change At 
Public School But Decrease At 
High School
BIG CROWD AT INQUEST
UPON JANET SMITH
(Continued on Page 4)
VANCOUVER, Sept. 4.— A  large 
crowd overflowed the Supreme Court 
chambers today when the second in­
quest into the mysterious death of 
Janet Smith, Scottish nursemaid, was 
opened. The girl was found dead in 
the basement of the Point Grey home 
where she was working, with her skull 
fractured and a bullet wound in her 
head. The police believe that the frac­
ture of the skull and not a bullet end- 
I her life. Twenty witnesses are to 
; called. The previous inquest found 
verdict of accidental death.
After enjoying a two months’ vaca­
tion, the scholars of the Kelowna High 
and Public Schools returned to their 
studies on Tuesday morning, and, -in 
spite of the departure of sorne families 
from the city, it may be said that, so 
far as the Public School is concerned, 
the school population, appears to be 
well niaintained.
About sixty beginners are enrolled 
at the Public School whose parents 
are old residents of the city, as well as 
upwards of forty former scholars from 
other schools. Some of the classrooms 
are crowded, while all are well filled, 
the total enrolment being in excess of 
five hundred.
0.hly one new teacher has joined the 
staff, Mrs. Lawson, of Nelson. Miss 
Williams and Miss Whitelow, who 
spent their vacation in England, are 
expected to return today. Principal 
Lees and Mr. A. G. Srnith, who spent 
their holidays at Coast universities, re­
turned to the city; last week. *'
At the High School forty-one new 
scholars have been enrolled. Twenty- 
six pupils matriculated last June and 
others have left the city, so that in­
stead of the one hundred and seventeen 
pupils who studied there last year only 
ninety students are in attendance, this 
term. The teaching staff has remained 
the same: Principal, Miss E. Me- 
Naughton; Miss C. Caldwell, Mr. A. 
S. Towell and Mr. J. E. Britton, •
■ Of the new High School students 
twenty-one have chosen to study Latiri 
and twenty science. This year a new 
history, West’s “World Progress,” 
which has been ,re-written by Dr. East­
man, of the University of British Co­
lumbia, has been assigned for special 
study by all first year scholars.
; During the vacation Mr. A. S. Tow- 
cll took a special course in history at 
thê ’U . B. C.
A  very well attended meeting of those 
interested in forming a central Cricket 
club for this district was field in the 
store bf Messrs. Jcrman Hunt, Ltd 
on Thursday evening. It was a very 
enthusiastic gathering and organization 
of the club tvas effected. '
On being unanimously voted to the 
chair, Mr. Leopold Hayes made a sfioft 
speech stating that the revival bf cric 
ket in Kelowna and vicinity was due 
to the efforts of a few enthusiastic 
players and, as the Okanagan Mission 
was still “going strong” and the game 
was being played at other points in the 
district, the time had come for a real 
ly . strong club, which could be a rally 
ing centre for air ericketers. • The idea 
was jthat the dubs and teams at pre­
sent existing should “carry on,” but 
that a central bbdy be fprirted, so that 
all players in the district could belong 
to it'if they ■wished to do so and in or­
der that the best'men could be picked 
out of the various elevens to form a re­
presentative tearn when matches were 
played against visiting players.
A number of questions were then put 
to the chair and considerable' discussr 
ion took place as to whether it would 
be feasible to form a district cricket 
league this ’ year. It was explained by 
Mr. Hayes that, as far as yet known, 
the Salmbn A»m team was the. only one 
from another district which would vis­
it Kelowna, this season. He, the chair­
man, i^nsidered the , formation of a 
parent dub a necessity if matches with 
outside elevens were to be played. This 
hew organization, .however, should in 
no way interfere with the various ele­
vens and clubs at present existing. As 
proper grounds - and equipment would 
be .a necessity for. the new club, it 
would have to be a strong organization.
Mr. -F. M. Keevii then handed in'a  
letter which he had received from Mr. 
W.» J. Bennett in which that gentleman 
stated that he had read with great 
pleasure that a cricket club was to be 
formed in Kelowna, which would pro­
perly represent the district. It seemed 
to him that those who had undertaken 
to organize this club were doing really 
good work and it therefore afforded 
him much pleasure, to donate to the 
Kelbwna Cricket Club the practice net 
and other equipment which he had lent 
temporarily to , those ■who had been 
practising in Mr. Rowelift’e’s field.. 
A fter' some more discussion as to 
the relative position of the new club to 
the other cricket clubs in the district, 
the chairman put it to the meeting as 
to. whether the Kelowna. Cricket Club 
should be formed and all present voted 
■yê ”. At the suggestion of Mr. 
Thorneloe, the name of the new organ­
ization was changed to “The Kelowna 
and District Cricket Club.” A motion 
v/as then passed nem. con. that, in the 
event of matches being played with 
other teams from places outside this 
valley, the eleven representing this sec­
tion of the district would be chosen by 
committee of the new organization. 
Officers for the .new Club, were then 
chosen as follows: President, Air, Lbo- 
pold Hayes; "Vice-President, Air. \V. 
D. "Walker; Sec. Treasurer, Mr. G. E. 
Campbell; Committee: Messrs. .F.
Thorneloe, J. Hunt and H. Lee.
It was decided after considerable de­
bate that any new cricket club organ­
ised in the vicinity of Kelowna would 
get representation on the comtnittee 
of the Kelowna and District Cricket 
Club, that that committee would draft 
rules and regulations for this year and 
that the membership fee for this season 
would be $1.00, A grounds committee 
was then selected consisting of Messrs. 
H. A, Blakeborough, E. A. Matthews 
and F. M. Keevii, and, after the secre­
tary had been instructed to get the 
match with Salmon Arm, origirtally ar­
ranged with the Sons of England C. C., 
transferred to the new club, the impor­
tant business of selecting a captain for 
that match was taken up. The posi- 
tipn was first offered to-Mr. Whitehorn 
but he declined the honour, being un­
certain whether he would A>c able to 
play or not and Mr. E. A. Matthews 
was chosen.
Before the meeting broke up it was 
decided to play a test match on Labour 
Day in order to get some idea as to 
which players would make the strong­
est combination that could be placed 
the field against Salmon Arm. A 
very hearty vote of thanks was passed 
Mr. F. M. Keevii for the work he
Last Friday the gratifying aews 
reached the ladies of the Jacki McMil<\ 
Ian Chapter of the Imperial Order of 
the Daiightcrs of the Empire that John 
Harry Williams, />f KclOwna, had bqcn 
awarded the provincial bursary given 
annually by the,Order.
This' bursary, \yhich  ̂ is valticd at 
$1,200, î  j>aid in four ycaHy , instal­
ments of $300 and is givin . under the 
I.O.D.|E.'war memorial scheme, which 
Consists of three parts, bursaries in 
Canadian Universities for sons and 
daughters of deceased or totally d<8- 
i^blcd soldiers or sailors,; Overseas post­
graduate seholarships and distribution 
of pictures to Canadian schools.
The winner of the bursary-.in B. C. 
this year has a record which fully justi-, 
fics tfie; sclcctibn! made by the Froviu- 
cial Chapter; Sixteen years of age last 
July, thiV son of the late J.' ■̂ •, 
iams, w ho died of wounds received on 
active .service with the 172nd Battalion 
C. E. F., is an extremely deserving 
yoiing man; A s a member of the Boy 
Scohta he is well known, as a Patrol 
Leader; aiid as a student of ;the Kel­
owna Public and High Schools his re­
cord has been exteeUcnt in; every way, 
This year be passed his junior;'U[. C,
matriculation, - secufjhg the ' highest 
marks in the Kelowna d is tr ic t .I t  is 
his intention to pursue, his studies at 
fhe university, taking , dn Arts course 
with a view to entering the teaching 
profession'later on; Since the news of 
his winning the bursary reached here 
he has been warmly congratulated by 




Trophy Is Won By' Mr. J. H.' Broad
Taking advantage of the perfect 
weather on Labour Day, there was a
good turnout of members the Kelow
thena Golf Club to play for n  Rees Cup. 
The winner was ' Mr. : J; H . : Broad, 
whose score ■'was/ 98 less 36, net 62. 
Other scores were:— ■̂
Score
H. C. S. Collett .......  104
W . R. Trench ............... 97
Ri: Minns 108
H. G. M. Wilson 88
D. Curell 89
J. N. Hunt .............  106
G. A. McKay 107
J. Bowes ..................... 101
H. L. Bryce .................,106
V. L. Lyell ............ 102
J. W. N. Shepherd .... J05
J. H. Thompson ........ 110
H. F. Chapin .............. 118'
Grote Stirling ............ 97
F. A. Taylor .......   98
K. Maclaren ................   114
A, G. McCosh .....  107
H. V. Craig ............   109w. J. Knox ;........... no
A. A. Ballard 119
E. "Wilkinson ...........   132





GENEVA, iSept. 4.—In a remark­
ably frank address before the League 
of Nations Asssembly today. Premier 
Ramsay MacDonald declared that na­
tions must either agree now to take 
steps to disarm or else prepare for a 
new war. Military alliances he hear­
tily condemned, and he called for a 
new arms parley and emphasized the 




Mr. Q. O. MfcGcer, K.C., WlU Act A« 
Counsel For B. C. RaUvray Rates 
, Adjuatmont Association
U. S. WORLD AVIATORS
HELD UP BY STORM
PICTOU, N. S., Sept. 4.—A heavy 
storm today delayed the' United States 
round-the-world aviators, who will re­
sume their flight to Boston tomorrow.
EPIDEMIC IN JAPAN
KILLS ONE THOUSAND
TOKIO, Sept. 4.—One thousand 
deaths are now reported as resulting 
from the prevalent epidemic of sleep­
ing sickness.
had done in helping to revive cricket 
in this district, A vote of thanks was 
also given to Mr. Jerman Hunt for al­
lowing the^ meeting to be held in his 
store, and that gentlemtfn stated that 
he would be only too glad to allow all 
future meetings to be held there.
To Albert Edward Scholes, a Van­
couver angler, belongs the honour of 
making what is in all' probability the 
most spectacular catch of the season. 
W h ile . fishing last Tuesday for sal­
mon, with ordinary tackle, he hooked 
a forty pound hair seal, which he man­
aged to land but not until he had play­
ed it for over an hour. , ,
TIjc B. C. Railway Rates Adjust­
ment Asisociatipn; formed as'thc result 
of a.series of meetings held last month 
under, tfie auspices 'of the United Far­
mers, has been busily engaged; in pre­
paration of the case for the fruit grow­
ers before the session of the Board pf , .
Railvirpy Comipissioners to bo hcld,nt v; 
Ottawa on September 17th, and is also 
co-operating vi/ith the Proviheial Gov- ■ 
ernment and the Boards of Trade , 
throughout the province in activities - 
which Ayill not 'cease until discrimina- • 
tion , againsF.thc M êst has been done 
away with.,
The Executive Committee, composed: 
of Messrs. T. Bulinan, President, L. E ; 
Taylor, Vice-President, and Grptc Stir- 
ding, Secretary-Treasurer, has "made , 
arrangements with Mr. G- G'* ''McGcer, /
K; C.; to represent the' Association' as 
its;counsel./ " '
The facts and figuresi arc being cp|l- ! 
ccted upon which' the ifrdit industrjr's 
phase of the great freight rates case /  ̂
of the province will be based, and ap** 
peals for the necessary funds are going 
out to the various municipalities^ fruit .. 
unions and independent shippers., The ■ ' 1': 
other provincial forces which are j at 
work' welcome the ,action thus taken 
bjr the people of .the Interior, realiz­
ing'that' too much assistance can hard- , ;
ly be forthcoming to attain. the end , 
in. view. , • ; ;
In the present work of the -Associa­
tion, the main objective is the rates 'bn 
fruit, the interests of everybody in the 
area which is being covered being, first 
and hist, bound up in; the' profitable ; 
marketing of that commodity. Stimu­
late this important industry ̂  and 'all ■ 
will benefit, but allow it to continue : 
in the depression caused by the un­
profitable conditions of the ;last two 
years; and ' every other business in the 
Interior will suffer' by its lack of pros- : •
perity. One of the causes of this tin- : ; 
profitable marketing of fruit is .that 
the producer contributes more than' 
his fair share to the transportation 
companies, aifd a; consequence is that 
he has less to spend in the Stores. The v 
general interest which has been aroused 
in the freight rates question shows 
that the producer not only realizes that , 
fact but also that'.he pays more for 
all his purchases than he should,' be­
cause the retailer’s price to him is 
higher than it would be if freight char- ' 
ges were lighter.
Thjc- appeal of the Association for 
funds to enable it to prepare a case 
for the ' fruit ' industry should meet 
with a ready response from private 
individuals as well as the corporations 
and organizations to which it is being* 
chiefly directed, ■ No one can stand 
back arid say that the matter docs not 
concern him; for discriminatory rates 
which operate against the marketing 
of pur fruit upon the prairies and in 
the East endanger the foundations up­
on which the whole fabric of our busi- . 
ness and social life is reared,
MANY ARRESTED IN 
* VANCOUVER LIQUOR RAID
VANCOUVER, Sept. 4.—Twenty- 
three arrests were made last night in 
a raid on the Overseas Transportation 
CJub, twenty-two of those arrested be­




LOS ANGELES. Sept. 4.—Twenty 
members of the Hollywood moving 
picture colony werp arrested last night 
in a raid on an alleged “wild” party. 
Included in the number were Jules Lc- 
Baron, producer, and Robert Convlllc, 
director. A previous raid resulted in 
the arrest of Lloyd Hamilton, comed­
ian, on a charge of drunkenness.
PRINCE ENJOYS A
LITTLE PJIIVACY
SY O S E T t, N. Y., Sept.' 4.—The 
Prince of Wales yesterday escaped 
publicity for a full twenty-four hours, 
simply resting at the polo grounds, 
where he ■was a guest at a stag dinner 




BRUSSELS, Sept. 4.— Belgium to­
day started withdrawal, of-her troops 
from the Ruhr,
PAGE TW O
SCHOOL DAYS MEAN NEW  PENS AND PENC|LS
PETTIG REW ’S is a good place to get your auptily as we 
dtandlc only the beat lines with standard sclhng prices.
Waterman Self-Filling Fountain 
'Fens from .... . 82.70, up
The old reliable, big selling, 
big value pen.
•Black and White I^cns at ............ ............... ................... ..................
A good looking Metal Pencil at ,th<! Iciiy price, pf .............................auc
Eversharp Pcncils....50c to $12.00 
Nifw improved models }4 cheap­









YOUR ORDERS WILL BE APPRECIATED AND  
OlVEN c a r e f u l  a n d  p r o m p t  ATTENTION
W m. HAUG (SL SON
P h o n e  $6
Dealers in Masons* Sitpplies Rnd Pp^l
 ̂ ( P.O. Box 166
ZEWTH CABBOBETORS EXIDE BATTEIi|ES
Carburetor is the LUNGS.,of the car.
The Battery is the HEART of the car.
Get one of o u r .EXIDE BATTERIES and our new $15,00
FORD ZENITH CARBURETORS
an^ note the increased “pep” of your engine and the fuel
saved.
W E SPECIALIZE IN LATHE WORK, 
OXY-AGETYLENE - WELDING, SPRAY MOTORS
— and —
MARINE ENGINE REPAIRS
Sutherland Garage & Machine Shops, Ltd.
49-tfc
W O O D !  W O O D !  W O O D !
-  ̂ Now is the time to stock up. i
DRY WOOD for Winter or Summer Fuel.
Dry 16" Slab Wood, per rick, delivered ........... ...................... $2.00,
Dry Box Guttings, per load, delivered .......... $2.25
Green Lumber Trimmings, per load, delivered ......  ............ .....  $1.50
me KELOWNI SIWMILL CO., LTD.
AUSTRALIAN BOY SCOUTS TO V ISIT CANADA . 
^ le  hundred and twenty Boy Scouts from the Antipodes have 
rccentlv risited England. This photo shows them on a parade m 
I ondon They .will visit Canada this. Fall and stop ^  important 
to\vns and cities from coast to coast. Their itinerary has been arrang­
ed so that they will jstay at least twelve hours in each city they are 
going to visit. ■ . . ■ ■ ■ ■
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BOYSOIDTCOLlllli
Troop First I Self Last I 
Edited by "Pioneer.”
(An editorial in "Better Fruit,’.' Aug- 
' list 24, 1924)
Wo wonder if it is necessary at tliis 
time to point out to owners of fruit 
ranches that this is not a good time to1st Kelowna Troop
2nd September, 1924 sell out. It often happens that ranch 
There wil( be a Business Session of ers pass through a period of dcprcssioil
' " ' and low prices only to get out of thethe Court of Honour at the Scoutmast 
cr’s office on Friday, the 5th instant, 
at 7.30 p.m. Sccdhds as well as the 
Patrol Leaders arc asked to attend this 
meeting. At least two new Patrol Lc.t,- 
ders Inavc to be elected amj there is 
other importi(nt, business with which 
to deal preparatory to resuming the 
regular parades for the whole Troop. 
Applications from Cubs who wish to 
transfer into the Troop should bo in 
the hands of either the Troop Secretary 
or Scoutmaster therefore by next Fri- 
day. . • ■
Our heartiest congratu)lation8 to P.L  
John Williams on winning (he I.O.D.E  
Bursary of $1,200.00, an account of 
which most of you will probably hayo 
already read' in one of last week 
Coast dailies. The competition is op 
on to children of fathers who gave up 
their lives in the Great War and the 
award is spread over four years in am 
nual instalments of $3W.00. John pro 
poses, to usq his in the best way pps 
siblc, namely to assist him through the 
University, and we could only wish 
that there were a few more of these 
awards or scholarships avaifable ii 
such worthy instances. With our con 
gratulations we have unfortunately to 
also express our regrets, as the above 
means that we lose John frona the 
Troop, in which he is at present Patrol 
Leader of the Otters. We arc also 
losing in the same way Patrol Leader 
/ilastair MacLurg of the Beavers and 
Second Edwin Harvey of the . Ottcfs. 
They will all be leaving for Vancouver 
about the middle of next month, and 
we wish each .'one of them every sue 
cess possible in their University car­
eers.
At the first meeting of the whole 
Troop we shall have this September 
every Scout will again have his weight 
height, etc. taken, and nt will be inter­
esting to note the increases of one year 
The above is absolutely necessary in 
order to classify the players far basket­
ball purposes. W e hope this coming 
season to arrange for games with boys' 
tcams.from Kamloops as well as Sum 
merland and Penticton.
P.L. - John Foster and ; Second Ken 
Shepherd repassed their shooting tests 
for the Marksman’s Badge : on Satur-  ̂
day last, the 30th August, before Mr 
Towell. They made a, 78 and 82 res­
pectively shooting with Mr. TowelFs 
rifle.' Can any one beat this?
/  Most of our readers will probably 
have seen some pictures of the great 
Imperial Jamboree shown in recent nu­
mbers of all the illustrated Londori 
papers. There were representatives 
from 23 'different nations, all in the 
British Empire, in this wonderful cot 
lection of our Boyhood and there were 
from fifteen to twenty thousand pre­
sent at the Sunday service during the 
gathering.’ All jh e  visiting Scouts hai 
their temporary home in a mass camp 
at or near Wembley, and H.R.H. the 
Prince of Wales spent the night after 
the service in camp there with his 
brother Scouts, a unique feature o 
which was probably the biggest camp­
fire sing-song ever before held any 
where. From the pictures, it .will be 
noticed that the Prince, who is Chie: 
Scout for Wales, wears the correct uni 
form in every detail, including shorts. 
Our thanks are due to Mr. Lyell for 
some copies of the Daily Sketch con­
taining Jamboree illustrations
game when the tide turns in their fa 
vour. Often if is tliC prospect of being 
able to get away from the burden of 
debt that influences them to sell too 
‘early. It is against' this mistake, re­
gardless of what i'dauBcs it, that wc 
would sound'«wariiing.
There may be those who arc justified 
in selling this fall or winter but for the 
mdst of thosc' owning fruit ranches and 
:arms this will not be the case. The 
swings throdgh periods of low prices 
and' good prices, through depression 
and prdsperity, arc of considerable dur 
ation. Now that the swing in the a 
griiiultural world has started upward 
it' is quite certain to continue for some 
time. 'Do not lose sight of this fact.
This is a good time to buy a ranch 
As a general proposition this is the 
wrong time ito sell. It i? a safe bet 
that the Owner who sticks on his job 
laithflilly for another year will be much 
better off than the one who sells noiv 
in hope of doing better in some other 
place or industry.
T o’ Determine HorMpbwer Rating
The-form ula generally used is as 
follows: Multiply together the cylin­
der bore, expressed in inches, squared, 
and the number of cyclinders. apd div­
ide the product -by 2.5. For example, 
assume a four-cyclinder engine with a 
bore of, 3 ^  inches, or, in decimals, 
3.375 inches. The square of 3.375 is 
11.39, which, multiplied by four, gives 
45.56. Dividing this product by 2.5 
gives 18.2 as the nominal horsepower 
of such an engine.
be mended with acetone, w;hich can be 
procured from any druggist, and strips 
cut from a Kodak negative. Smear on 
a little acetone,. then lay a piece o f 
film over the crack.
White Lead For Radiator Hose
When a new hose is installed to 
connect the radiator to the water jack 
ct of the engine, apply some white lead 
on the pipe to which the' hose is. at­
tached. The white lead will do much 
to prevent a leak between^ the hose and 
pipe. ^Repairing Celluloid Windows
Torn cclUiloid windows can usually SUBSCRIBE TO  T H E  COURIER
KELOW NA FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SH IPM ENTS
For The Week En&ng Aug. 31st, 192̂
1924 1923
Fruit ................. .......... ...... . 16 S
Mixed Fruit & Vegetables.. 78 34
Vegetables ........ ,.r........ 11 5
105 . 44
SPOILT TH E EFFECT
The bus was crowded, and the occu 
pants were listenirig with interest to 
the high-toned conversation of two
stylishly-dressed women, one of whom 
was accompanied by a small boy.
Soon everyone knew that one of the 
speakers had recently moved into a 
“larger house, farther west.”
“Do you know, dear,” she said, “we 
had such a trying time getting things 
into order on the last occasion we mov­
ed that this time we just handed the 
house over to Sparkes & Co., and they 
d-d everything. My husband and 
went touring on the Continent unti 
things were in order.”
At this point the small boy shouted: 
“Look,| mummy, look!”
“Such an observant chilfl!” smilci 
his mother. "What is it, Harold?"
“Look, mummy”—and he pointed to 
a Hebraic-visaged individual on the 
pavement—“there’s the man who
comes every week for the furniture 
money!”
EAST KELOWNA
This week at East Kelowna could 
well be called McIntosh week, for the 
’majority of growrers started in early on 
Monday to pick the famous and popu 
lar McIntosh Reds; others are picking 
Winter Banahas. The heat and dry­
ness still continue and some places pre- 
^^nt a drought-stricken appearance; it 
is heart-breaking to see many of the 
fruit trees just laden with fruit wilting 
in the heat and the leaves turning yel­
low. There is no hope of any irriga 
tiott water and only about twenty in 
ches remain in the creek. Truly we 
need all our optimism.
Miss Ellen Jones-Evans and Miss 
“Babs” Moddie left on Sunday to take 
up their duties in their new schools 
the former at Sunnywold, near Vernon, 
and the latter at Ewing’s Landing 
They 'will be greatly missed in our 
community but what is our loss wil 
be another’s gain.
Some of our champion quoit players 
are desirous of arranging some mat 
ches with some of our neighbours in 
the different districts, and Mr. Alf 
Miller would be glad to hear of any 
challenge. A  little sport would be 
pleasant .break in the busy, working 
days.
On Sunday last, Mr. Holland, our 
genial water bailiff, who is always 
glad to give the children a good time, 
took a picnic party in his truck up to 
McCulloch and, after spending a joy 
ous day,' they set out for home at 
dusk. As darkness descended quickly, 
the lights were turned on, but just at 
a dangerous place in the hills the lights 
refused to work. Mr. Holland fount 
it too dangerous to proceed, so he 
built a big fire and prepared to camp 
out till help arrived. The children 
took it a ll as a great lark, but anxious 
parents were frantically phoning oth­
ers for news of the absent ones, who 
appeared in the early morn* • none the 
worse for the adventure.
■ ♦ ♦ *
A most important and interesting 
event to South Kelowna residents was 
the opening/"bf the new Schoolhousc 
on Tuesday morning. The building 
was designed and built by Mr. Hoop­
er, schoolmaster, during the holidays, 
and it certainly is a great credit to 
him as a builder and adds dignity and 
solidity to South Kelowna. The op­
ening ceremony was performed by Mr. 
J. Jones, M.L.A., who spoke in 
eulogistic terms of the school and dis 
Jrict. Mr. Hall, the School Inspector, 
also complimented Mr. Hooper on the 
handsome appearance of the school in­
side and out. Mr. Jones then hoisted 
the flag and all joined in singing the 
National Anthem. The parents anc 
taxpayers were well represented anc 
after the ceremony signed their names 
in the visitors’ book and felt proud anc 
happy.
* ♦ *
The new packing, house, at South 
Kelowna is in full swing. South Ke­
lowna is now well “on the map.”
WESTBANK
Miss M. Hannam apd Miss Irene 
McIntosh have returned to their respec­
tive schools. '0 0 '
Miss Marguerite McIntosh has left 
for her school near Red Deer, in Al- 
icrta.
0 0 0
Messrs. Q. and H. Brown, H.' Joncs 
and J. Ingram were home from Pen­
ticton and Kalodcn for’thc week-end 
and holiday.
TH E PEACH T t e E  BORER W ITH  
PARA-DICHLOR-BENZENE (PARACIDE) 
ASK US ABOUT IT.
W c have the right kind of FEED that wiU bring you dcaired 
rcaulta for your POULTRY and STOCK at rcaaonablo
' ' '. . ‘ prices.' '
The Misses jeafi and Muriel. Mar­
shall were visitors at Mr. W. Brown’s 
ast week. , t
Mr. B. Colbournc, who bought, R. 
Hewlett's bug, left last week for the 
mairic. Mr. Fenton, who is also from
the prairie, went with him.
* * *
Rev; Mr. Coad, former minister at 
Westbahk and Pcachland, and Mrs; 
Coad, were visiting in the community 
last week. He is stationed at Kcrc- 
meos now. 'i|i. ’
The Misses Mackay have left for 
their schools at Port Simpson.
Tw o car loads from here were over 
to the Calgary Orchestra dance. All 
report having had a splendid time.
Mr. Frank Vercy has gone to work 
at the' Landing.
Mr. Ralph Jones left last week , to 
take up a position' in :,thc Canadian 
B ank' of Comercc in Kelowna. His 
many friends wish him, every success.
Miss iarn ett and Mr. Burton, the 
Westbanfc teachers, have taken up their
duties here again.
■ \  * * * ■
Mr. Jones, who is working in the 
packing-house at East Kelowna, was 
home for Sunday. , ^
Mrs. Davis, MrS. Jones’ sister, who 
has been visiting here, has returned to 
her home in Seattle.
Westbank has been very fortunate in 
its supply of irrigation water, haying
had plenty up till-August 2Sth.
. , '0 0 . .0 , . ‘
Part o f our wharf is'badly in need o 
repairs. W e have heard rumours of a 
new one, which we hope are true.
a l f a l f a * r y e , w h e a t , CLOVER and VETCH or
Fall Seeding.
Picking Ladders and Picking Bags.
FLOUR, PEED, POULTRY SUPPLIES, HAY, STRAW
g As o l i n e  o i l s
KaOWNA BMWERS’ EXCIHNIIE
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WINFIELD
The McIntosh apples have startec 
coming in to the packing-houses here 
and we hope there wiir be steady work 
from now on.
* * •
W e are pleased to hear that one o ; 
our young men,. Mr. Ned Drought, is 
going to the Coast to continue his 
studies. •
RUTLAND
Miss Frances Gilbert, of Vancouver, 
has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Willis
Schell.
A STU D Y  IN  OPPO SITES
The teacher was giving a drill in 
the meaning of words and their op­
posites.
“Now, tell me,” she began, “what 
is the opposite of misery?”
“Happiness!” said the class in uni­
son.
“And sadness?"^ she asked.
“Gladncssl”
“And the opposite of woe?"
“Giddapl” shouted the enthusiastic 
class.
Lieutenant .Leslie Richards, of the 
Salvation Army, who has been on 
furlough, left last Friday to take up 
work at Edmonton.
School started on Tuesday with 
larger attendance than usual. As has 
been the custom for the past two years, 
the scholars were assembled od the 
lawn by the monument and introduce 
to their new teachers. The Principal, 
Mr. L. E. Hewlett, gave a sh'd̂ t̂ add­
ress in which he emphasized the neet 
for playing the game. He then intro­
duced Mr. M. S. Maynard, who has 
taken Mr. A. L. Bagshaw’s place, anc 
spoke of the importance of team work. 
He urged that the boys and girls loo 
on their teachers as friends who wishec 
to help them. Miss Wilson, the new 
primary teacher, also made 3, few re­
marks.
It was then the Trustees’ turn to 
speak to the scholars, which they die 
in an interesting way. Some of the 
speakers referred to the beauty of the 
school grounds and the boys and girls 
were urged to co-operate with the jani­
tor in keeping them so.
The scholars sang the National An­
them, Miss W ilson accompanying on 
the piano, the flag was raised and they 
marched into school, thus bringing to 
a close a very pleasant little function.
* « *
Coyotes are busy , in the vicinity o f  
the store tlieSc days. Mr. W. Lans- 
downe has lost a number of his poul­
try through their depredations, and it 
behooves all who want to have a 
Thanksgiving dinner to look after their 
hens.
* * ♦
“Everybody’s doin’ it now.” That 
is, they are picking apples. The hope, 
which the poet says reigns eternal in 
the human breast, is to the fore for 
good, at least reasonably good prices, 
seeing the comparative shortage , of 
fruit, and we trust it will not be mis­
placed this year. Fruit growers are 
tired of working for the benefit of 
men who get the lion’s share of the 
proceeds of the crops, while they have, 
in many cases, to actually work <>ut 
for others in order to support their 
ranches instead of their ratiehcs sup­
porting them.
The McIntosh season has opened 
and all the Winfield growers arq on 
the hop with one eye on the weather. 
The high wind of three years ago is 
not forgotten and they naturally feel 
anxious till, the “Macs” arc all off. 
They are of splendid quality this year 
and a heavy crop all over the dis­
trict, so their anxiety is not to be won- 
dered at. ■ V <t ■» .
The Winfield School re-opened qp 
Tuesday with Mr. George E llio tt, in 
charge, assisted by Mr. Eddie Thor- 
lakson in the Junior room. . A number 
of new scholars put in their first ap­
pearance and were enrolled. Four Win- 
field pupils are attending the High  
School at Oyama, going to and fro 
daily.
Miss Inez Metcalfe left on,'Monday 
to attend High School in Vernon.
Mrs. E. M. Ore returned on Friday 
from-a lengthy visit to relatives at the 
Coast.
* * ■*
Miss Isobel Johnston, who had been 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe McDonald 
for the past month, left for her home
at the Coast last week.
* * *
Nelson Arnold returned on Thurs­
day last from Vancouver, where he has 
been attending business college. He 
has been heartily welcomed by all his 
old friends, who niissed him greatly 





surpassed herds, matured skill 
and scientific care in packing 
make Pacific Milk an evapor­
ated product of unrivalled ex­
cellence.
The demand is constantly 
groviring.'
Pacific Miik Go,, Limited
Head Office: Vancouver, 6.C. 
Factories nt Ladner and Abbotsford, 0.C
AUCm SALE
SATURDAY EVENING , SE PT  6th
John Coe is driving the Giant truck 
belonging to D. Chapman, of Kelowna, 
which is doing the hauling from the 
Winfield packing house to the Centre. 
This carries a load o f five tons per 
trip, so should prove adequate for the 
Winfield tonnage. ,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Aberdeen and 
family moved back to Kelowna on 
Monday last to be in time for the re­
opening of school.♦ *, *
Miss Mary Arnott, who had been 
visiting Miss Bessie Prior for the past 
week, returned to her home in Arm­
strong on Friday. ,
Miss Dorothy Blakey has left for 
Trail to resume her position on the 
High School staff of that city.
♦ * *'
The marriage of Miss Mary Shanks 
to Mr. Cyril C. Weddell, on Thursday 
last, was an event of great interest. 
The bride has been a resident of this 
district since df tender years and has 
alwa.ys been rtiost popular. She is 
followed to her new home by the good 
wishes of young and old, who unite 
in wishing the young people every 
happiness.
0 0 0
A special order of a carload of Ex­
tra Fancy' Hvslop crab apples was 
shipped to Cleveland, U. S. A., through 
the Associated Growers of Vernon, by 
Mr. F. H. Keane, on Monday last. 
These were faced two layers deep in 
lined boxes and, being of very high 
qualify, should create a very favour­
able impression in the market to which 
they were consigned.
There is a brisk demand at the pre­
sent time for B.C. telegraph and felcr 
phone poles, which arc being shipped 
mostly to prairie points.
Also the following sent in for sale.
1 Team of Bay ;Work Horses, 7 and 8 
years, about 1,200 or 1,300 lbs., 
good workers and drivers.
1 Bay Saddle Horse. .
1 Set Double Harness (nearly new).
1 Oliver 12-inch Walking Plow.
1 Cultivator.
1 Large, Blacksmith Vise.
1 Foot-driven Grindstone.
Don’t forget th?t the S ^ e ^ l l b e  ^  
in the evening and in K E R R S N E W  
BLOCK, and also that everything goes 
without reserve.
Sale at 7 p.m.
G. H. K E R R, Auctioneer. _
T H E  PROPOSAL
He thought it safer to write to the 
girl’s father asking for her hand. H e  
was an ardent lover but ia poor speller, 
and his note ran: "I want your daugh­
ter—the flour of your family.”
"The* flour of my family is good,” 
replied the old man; “are you sure it 
isn’t my dough you’re after?”
"4
Having received instructions from  
Miss BATCHELOR and Miss CAMP­
BELL, I will sell without reserve at
KERR’S N E W  AUCTIO N ROOM
(Pendozi Street) ^
all of the Furniture and Household Ef­
fects from their respective homes as 
follows in part. .
1 Mason &, Risch Piano, mahogany 
case, nearly new.
J Mahogany Antique Mirror and Stand. , 
1 Solid Mahogany Antique Dresser.
1 Mahogany Side Table.
Book Case and Books.
8 Rattan and Wicker Rockers and Arm 
Chairs.
S very fine Carpet Squares.
4 fancy Floor Rugs.
Centre Tables in oak and wicker. 
Draperies. Large Mirror.
Dining Table and | Chairs. Buffet. 
.2 Electric Reading Lamps.
Congoleum Rugs.
1 Cabinet Sewing Machine (new).
3 best Double Beds, Springs and Mat­
tresses.
4 best Single Beds, Springs and Mat­
tresses. V
5 Dressers in oak and white enamel. 
Lot Wool Blankets, Sheets, Bed Cov-
' ers .etc*'
1 Lady’s Bicycle. 3 Steel Ranges.
2 Wringers. 20 doz. Sealers( all sizes).. 
Aluniinum Ware, Granite Ware. Croc-
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_  "N TTitcadnecdlcStreet,in the o ldC itysectionof London, 
thfe htlandal^ heart o( thei Brit!sh>Empire, the'B ank o f  M ontreal
has been representing ithc interests o f  ;Gana<ia since 1870, 
i t i  fitst London office was located' a t 27 Lom bard Street* 'Later 
d ie  Bank established an  office a t 47 Thrcadnecdlc Street E .C ,  after- 
w m b !  extending its serii^ces'tb the Pall M all section .o f London by 
creadng ani im portant branch a t Watc^^^ Place in  the heart o f  the 
theatre and  shopping districts.
¥ B A N K  O F  M O N T R E A L
Established over lOO'jjears 
Trtal Assets in,excess oC i^5o.ooo.oob
IS T H IS W H A T  IT  COMES TO ?




v e r y  member of every family in this 
community is interested in the news 
of the day. And no items are read with 
keener relish than announcements of new 
things to eat, to wear or to enjoy in the 
home.
You have the goods and the desire to sell 
them. The readers of T H E K ELO W N A  
CO U RIER have the money and the 
desire to  buy. The connecting link is 
ADVERTISING.
Give the people the good news of new 
things at advantageous prices. They look 
to you for this “store news” and will 
respond to your messages. Let lis show 
you that—
“  AN ADVERTISEMENT IS AN INVITATION '
Issued by Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association. 
Head Office: Toronto, Canada.
Grapldte Is Best For Tubes 
Graphite is much better than soap­
stone for coating inner tubes for tires. 
A  coating of graphite prevents “bloom­
ing,” climim.tcs friction between tube
and casing, and practically doubles the 
life of thd t;pbe. Graphite cannot be 
destroyed or wdrn out and, unlike soap­
stone, it does not change under the 
heat and wear of a tire in sexrice.
... ......  ■ ...... . '
FOR RADIO AM ATEURS «•......""-r ^ .....■ '♦
BLACK CHANTILLY LACK 
TRIM S T H E  DANCE FROCK 
OF W H ITE  SATIN
KQO .Profframme For Weak Of 
nb«Sc^om er 7 ,to Soptombar 13
(Frequency, 9d0 kilocycles; 312 metres)
KGO announces a dance music pro­
gramme by Henry Halstead and his 
orchestra in the Hotel St. Fn^ncis, San 
Francisco on Monday, Tuesday, Thurs­
day and Saturday of each week, bc- 
tweenTO p.m. and Ln.m, So that there 
will be no long waits, members of the 
Halstead'Orchestra will playi solos of 
tlicir'own composition, as well as orig­
inal interpretations of. modern and clas­
sical pieces, between dance numbers: 
Sunday, September 7 >
yll.OO a,m.—Service from the First 
Baptist Church, Oakland, Cal., Rev. 
John- Snape, D.D., minister.
,3.30 pim.—-Concert by the KGO 
Little Symphony ’ 0»;chcstra, Carl 
ilhodch'amcl conducting, assisted by in- 
,strumcntal soloist and speaker. «,
Waltzt— “The Revellers” (Andre). 
Overture— “William Tell” (Rossini). 
Serenade (Aiken). )
Hungarian Dance No, 4 (Brahms). 
Address—■ “Jerusalem, the Holy 
City.”—Ford E. Samuel.
Piano'Solo— Dutch Dance (Beeth­
oven).—^joyce Holloway BarthcIsOn.
Selections fropi “Lucia' di Lammer- 
moor” (Donizetti). '
Selections from “Floradora” (Stuart).
Pastel— Minuet (Paradis).
7.45 p.m.— Evening service from the 
First Baptist Church, Oakland, Cal, 
Tuesday, September 9 
'8.00 p.m.
PART I ,
Admission Day Programme 
Instrumental ‘ Selection— “I 
You^ California” (Silverwood).—Arion 
Trio. ' : r , (
Tenor Solos— (a) “California for, 
Mine” (Armstrong); (b) “California 
Rose” (Dalma),— Jennings Pierce.
Address “The Significance of Ad­
mission Day”—Professor Herbert E, 
Boltdn, of the University of California, 
representing the Native Sons of the 
Golden West. ' - ^ ,
Two selections from the University 
of California Song Book— (a) “All 
Hail, Blue and Gold!” (Bingham, ’06); 
(b) “H ail‘ to ■California” (“Brick” 
Morse).—Arion Trio.
Tenor Solos— (a) “California and 
You”i (L eslie);: (b) “The Stanford. Jon­
ah” (Haley, ’lS).-T-Jennings Pierce.
PART II ,.
■ This part of the programme furnish­
ed by{ the Harmony Club (mixed voic­
es) and the Fruitvale Women’s Choral 
Club,, Oakland ,Cal., under the direc­
tion of Caro Roma, assisted by J. E. 
Barnes and the Arion Trio.
Instrumental Selection— “California 
Stein Song^’ (Walter De Leon, ’06).—r 
Arion Trio.
Vocal Selections— (a) “Home to 
Our Mot^ntains” (Verdi); (b) “Yester 
Eve” (Johnson).— Harmony Club.
Travel Talk— “Ceylon and Bom­
bay.”— Ĵ. E. Barnes. '
Vocal Selections— (a) “Pale in the 
Amber W est” (Parks); (b) “Love’s 
Old Sweet Song” (Molloy).— Fruit- 
vale Women’s Choral Club^
Original Poems, read by the author. 
-Caro'Roma.
Vocal Selections— (a) “All Through 
the Night” (W elsh); (b) "Spring 
Song” (Mendelssohn). — Harmony 
Club.
Instrumental Selection— “California 
March” (Bingham, ’06).—-Arion Trio.
Inspirational Moments— “How Caro 
Roma Develops a Song from a Given 
Theme.” — Caro Roma.
Vocal Selections—  (a) “If Thine 
Eyes” (Gabussi); (b) “Old Kentucky 
Home” (Foster).— Fruitvale Women’s
This straight sheath, frock of white 
satin is ideal for the youthful figure.
It hangs sm ooth and straight at the 
right side, and is caught up slightly 
toward the left shoulder. From here a 
cascade of black Chantilly lace drops 
to the hemline.
A pink rose is posed at the hip, while 
the one strap at the shoulder is of 
white" satin istudded with rhinestones.
Choral Club.
Violin Solo— Mazurka (Wieniaw- 
skt).—^Josephine Holub.
Vocal Selections— (a) “O Lovely 
Night” (Offenbach); (b) “Vocal Com­
bat—Honie, Sweet Home and Rubin­
stein’s Melody.”— Harmony Club.
Instrumental Selection — “Boola 
Bool^' (Yale Song).—Arion Trio.
Thursday, September 11 
8.00 p.m.
A programme of Spanish Music
Piano Solos — (a) Andalusian Airs 
(Gomez); (b) Fandango (Romo).— 
Professor Zurbano.
Soprano Solos— (a) “Clavelitos,” or 
“Little Carnation” (Valverde); (b) 
“Perjura,” or “The Perjurer” (Tre- 
jada).—Pearl Rendon.
Bass Solo—-“Monologo de la Tem- 
pestad” (Chapi).— Ĵose E. Corral.
Short Address (in the Spanish lang­
uage), subject — “Spain.’’— Professor 
Oscar Galeno. . -
Soprano Solos— (a) "Cielito Lindo,” 
or “Beautiful Heaven” (Fernandez); 
(b) “La Paloma” (Yradier).— Pearl 
Rendon.
Bass Solos— (a) “Cauto del Presid- 
ario” (Alvarez); (b) “Las Violetas” 
(Trcjada).—^Jose.E. Corral.
PART II
Contralto Solos—^Threc Indian Songs 
(Licurance).^—Edith Sandoe..
Travel Talk— First of series of five 
talks on “Rome, the Eternal City; first 
subject— “The Colosseum.”— Ford E. 
Samuel.
Baritone Solos— (a) “Vision Fugit­
ive” (Massenet); (b) “Du bist die Rub’ 
Schubert); (c) “Life and Death” (Colc-
ridge-Taylor).—  S. Simon.
! Soprano Solos— ; (a) . “Wish Blos­
soms” (Eville); (b j “Summer Wind” 
(Bishoff).—Ann Mitchell. • ,
Humorous Monoiogue— “Marrying 
for a Living’̂  (D ix).—Vera Frances 
Morse. - ,
. Piano SolOs-=—(a) Nocturne, Op. 32, 
B. Major (Chopin);; (b) “Polichinelle,” 
or “Woman Clown” (Rachmaninoff). 
—^ulima Bainbridge Brown.
Soprano Solos— (a) “Rockin’ , in de 
W in’ ” (Neidlinger); (b) “Angel Cake” 
(Smith).— Ann Mitchelh
Lumber-Jack Poem— “Tillie Olsen” 
(Kirk).—Fred Thomas.
Burlesque— “My Old New Jersey 
Home.”—Meryl Bish.
Contralto Solos?— Three Lullaby 
Songs,' by Cyril Scott, Gertrude Rbss 
and Kate Vannah.— _Edith Sandoe. >•
Humorous Dialogue—. “The Mar­
tyrs” (de Mille).—Vera Frances Morse 
and Fred Thomas.
■ Popular Songs— (a) “I was Married' 
in the Air, And I’ve Been Up in the Air 
Ever Since” (Smith); (b) “ !Tis an 
Irish Girl. I Love” (Brown).—Meryl 
Bish.
Piano Solo— “Cantique d’ Amour” 




Victor Herbert’s comic ojiera, "The 
Serenade,” will be presented by the 
KGO Light Opera Company, directed 
by Carl Anderson. Selections will be 
sung by the following soloists: Claire 
Upshur, soprano; Ruth Waterman, 
contralto; Carl ?Anderson and Philip 
:^hcroft, tenors; Irwin Johnson, bari­
tone; Henry L. Perry, bass. Music 
selected from the operatic score and ar­
ranged by Joyce Barthelson will be 
played by the Arion Trio between the 
acts.
PART II
Travel Talk— “ The Roman Fonim” 
(second in series), “Rome, the Eternal 
City,”— Ford E. Samuel.
Instrumental Selection— “Tell Me 
You’ll Forgi-ve Me” (Hibbele'r).-^ Ar­
ion Trio.
Songs and: Stories.—John Barrier.- -
Vocal Duel—“Excelsior” (Balfe).— 
Carl Anderson and Henry L. Perry.
Reading— “Gunga Din” (Kipling),— 
T. F. Kilgallon.
Violin Solo—‘Yilia, My Vilia!” from 
“The Merry W idow” (Lehar).—Jose­
phine Holub,
Musical Farce— “Fun in the School­
room.”—KGO Male Quartette.
Instrumental Selection— “The Han­
dicap March” (Rosey).—^Arion Trio.
Testing Valves For Warpage
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
GLENM ORE GUN CLUB
RETURNS TH ANK S
Sept. 2, 1924.
To the , Editor, '
Kelowna Courier*
Dear Sir,
I would appreciate apace in your val­
uable'paper for this letter ofi apprecia­
tion. ■' ‘ - ' s
On behalf of thc Glbnmorc Gun Club 
I thanks the citizens of Kelowna fô ' 
their loyal support to trap shooting in 
donating such a splendid cup, emblem­
atic of the team championship of the 
Interior, It no doubt materially assis­
ted in' getting together such a; fine lo): 
of sportsmen from different parts of the 
Interior for a very subccssful'shoot on 
Labour Day, and will lead to cvbn'dar- 
gcr and mbre representative shoots, in 
the future. >
I also wish to thank all the members 
who have taken such'an active interest 
in the Gun Club as Well ds in the,La­
bour Day Shoot.
Last, but . not least, I thank the, lad­
ies of the Women’s Institute for their 
kindness in ‘ serving the refreshments 
and 80 ably helping in the entertain­
ment of ,our visitors.
Thanking you for your ■ kindness in 
publfshing this letter, I am,
Sincerely yobr8,
,J . F. PAUL,
President, Glcnmorc Gun Club.
OPENS SEPTEMBER 151b (or DUCKS AND DEER
ALL MAKES OP
A m i A i u n i t i o n
INCLUDING SUPER X WESTERN. 
^ H O T  GUNS
The ncwXcfcVcr Nitrd-Spccial '
at .......................................  $40.00
Double Barrels, new $24,00
Single Barrels ...................  $12.50
Siimlc Barrels, 2 shots ...... $18.00
1 Grccnci', cost ‘1300.00 ;. 8125.00 
1 Parker, cost $250.00 .... $100.00 
1. Marlin, cost $80.00 ........ 820.00
1 L. C., Stnith, cost $150.00 $75.00
2 Winchester Pump Guns, cost i
$75.00 ...............................  $25.00
15 Hamrqcr Guns, ranging,., j  
from $15.00 to ....... ....... $35.00
RIFLES
.280 Ross, regular $145, at i05.0q 
90.00
1 Mauser, regular $80, at .$35.00 
1 .35 Auto Loading, regular > I 
$75.00, at .......................  $25.00
.303 Savage, reg. $225',: at 
1 .22 H. P., rcgulai  ̂ $60, at |17;00 
1 ,22 H. P„ regular $60, at $25.00 
1 .22 H. P, with Lyman Pedp^-
Siglit, a t ........ .................... $3^00
1 Remington, .30-30, i‘egular
$75.00, a t ...:..............   $22.50
1 Remington .32 Spccialt. regu­
lar $7100, a t .......... I....... $25.00
1 ,303 Savage,! regular $75.00
at I.......................................  $30.00
06 Winchester, reg. $80, at.$35.00 
1 .35 calibre Winchoslcr, regu­
lar $7100, at ,^5«Q0
1 .32 Winchcstcir, rcgulbr ’ $60, %
at ..................     $15.00,
1 B.S.A. .22 Rifle, regular $42.56,
at .................   $18.00
.1 Nqw 410 ........ ....... . $12.501
.1 410 ....... ................ ........... $10.00
1 New .22 Winchester $6.00
ALL M AKES OF GUNS REPAIRED A N D  RESTOCKED.
3-2c
.A  SIM PLE LUjNCHEON
One runs out of ideas for’ a simple 
nourishing, tasty luncheon, especially 
for a fish day or for warm weather.
Hereunder is a Suggestion 'yvith re­
cipes which 'have Tjeen. carefully pre­
pared.
Cream of Green Pea Soup ;
l y i  cupfuls Borden’s St. Charles Milk. 
2 cupfuls cold water \
1 teaspoonful sugar,
teaspoonful scrap'ed onion
2 tablespoonfuls butter or butter sub­
stitute
1^2 tablespoonfuls flour 
r teaspoonful salt, 
teaspoonful pepper
2 cupfuls canned or cooked fresh peas.
Add the peas, sugar and onion to the 
cold water and simmer t̂or twenty min­
utes. Then rub through a sieve; add the 
evaporated milk, reheat and thicken 
with the flour blended with the butter 
and .the seasonings.
Steamed SEilmon ■with White Sauce
1 slice salmon, about 2 pounds
2 hard cooked eggs 
Parsley
Once the recipe for white sauce. 
Wipe off the salmon with a damp 
cloth; lay it on a well oiled plate, dust 
lightly with salt and pepper, and steam 
for thirty minutes. Then carefully re­
move the skin, transfer the fish to the 
centre of a medium sized platter, sur- 
'round with the white sauce and garnish 
with the egg cut in sixths, and the 
parsley.
Custard Pie
•34 cupful Borden’s St. Chatles Milk 
1J4.cupfuls water
3 eggs
4j4 tablespoonfuls sugar 
J4 teaspoonful salt 
Few drops nutmeg extract 
Grated nutmeg 
Pastry
Line a deep pie plate with the pastry. 
Beat together the eggs, sugar, salt and 
nutmeg extract, then pour in the ev­
aporated milk and water. • Mix well, 
pour into the lined plate, grate over a 
little nutmeg. Bake in a quick oven
T t t E  N E X T  I S S U E
OF THE
OKANABAN TaEPHONE MRECrdlV
C L O S E S
S & p t e m b . e r  2 Q ,  
' 1 9 2 4 .
If ypu are contemplating taking new service or making 
arty changes in or additions to your present service, you 
should send in notification, in writing, not l ite r  than the 
above date, in order that you may take advantage of the 
new Directory listings. ■ .
The Telephone Directory offers an attractive and ef­
fective medium for advertising purposes. Advertisers should 
bear the above date in mind so that insertion may be sure 
' in the Fall issue’ of the Directory,
OKANAGAN TELEPHONE COMPANY
at first to set the rim, dgcrease’the heat 
afterwards, as egg and milk in combin­
ation need to be conked at low temper­
ature.
H O USEH O LD H IN TS
When your hands are badly stained 
rub them with a slice of lemon dipped 
in salt.
If your teeth are discoloured, rub 
them with a little lemon-juice, tak­
ing care to rinse the mouth afterwards.
Paint and rust spots disappear if 
moistened and covered with a powder 
made by mixing one part of oxalic acid 
with two parts of cream of tartar. 
After five minutes the solution should 
be washed out in. clear water.
If more green vegetables are gath­
ered than arc. needed for one ■ day, 
wrap the remainder tip tightly i’l *a 
newspaper and they will keep n; oh 
fresher than if exposed to the air.'
Put a large piece of- washing soda , 
in the sink just over the grating, and 
with every drop of water poured in the 
sink some o f" the cleansing properties 
of the soda will be washed down the 
pipe. After wa:shing dishes-r-no mat­
ter how often during the day—pour, a 
quantity of boiling water down, the 
pipe. , '
This province employs 3,118 teachers, 
.according to the report of the general 
secretary of the B.C. Teachers’ Feder­
ation. The total is made up.,of 729 men 
and 2,389 women.
j; ̂  s ̂  N NS  ̂  ̂;
 ̂ St .
As the valves operate in the com­
bustion chamber, they are subjected 
to the terrific heat of combustion, re­
ndering them liable to warping, which 
prevents perfect seating. Though a 
warped valVe head may seat properly 
in certain positions, a slight turn of the 
valve may destroy the scat. The only 
sure test is to remove the valve and 
examine it. After the valve is removed 
place it upright on a table and measure 
the distance from the head to the end 
of -the stem at several points. An ord­
inary rule may be used to take the 
measurements, which should be the 
same at all points. If the head is warp­
ed, the valve should be replaced.
SUBSCRIBE TO  T H E  COURIER
FIRST CATHEDRAIi TO BE CONSECRATED IN SEVEN CENTURIES ..
U verpool Cathedral, which when finished will dwarf Westminster Abbey and be second In slw^ as 
a n l i r S ^ p u W t e w o ^ lp  only to  S t  Peter’s of Rome, Is to be conseCTated In the presence of Ih e  
and Queen on*July 16. The architect Mr. G. Gilbert S c o ^  was only 20 yeara old when his plans w ^  
acceded  over a  oboro of years ago. This w ill bo the first ®wu^ra«on_ of a ^ t h e d r a l  In England for 
more than 700 years, aUboogh altos have boon consecrated during that period. x ,.
" I.'

















b a e b is t e r s , s o l ic it o r s ,
, n o t a r ie s  p u b l ic
I : (Sdcccssors to R. B. Kerr) 
RowelUfo Block. Kelowna; B.C.
RITCHIE & SHAW
b a r r i s t e r s , s o l ic it o r s ,
. n o t a r ie s  p u b l ic
WUUts Block Kelowna; B.C.
H E R B E R T  V. CRAIG
BARRISTER-AT-LAW  ̂
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam- 
, i , , loops),
KELOWNA - B. C.
MRS. A. J .  PRITCHARD
' L.R,A,M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist, (London, England) 
Teacher of I Pianoforte and Thebry. 
Studio: Comer pf Richter St^md 
Harvey Ave. Phone 22S-L3; P.0.294/
B. F. BOYCE, M.D.
Physician and 
Surgeon
Office in Residence, Bernard Ave.
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W.' G; SCOTT, Proprietor 
•Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
" ; P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
(Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract- 
>ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W , GROVES
M. Can. Soc.'C. K.'
Consulting, ' Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
■ Surve.VH and Reports on Irrijration Works Applidations lor VVater Licenses
KELOWNA. B.C.
ABBOTT & MgDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 





Office; - D. Chapman Barn 
•Phone 298
R adio!
I The Season here again.
To prepare for the most fascin­
ating enjoyment on earth—
■ "SEE
F. W. SIMMONS
Should copper resume its old position, 
in the met^l market, it is understood 
that the,large rod mill built some four 
years ago by the Consolidated Mining 
arid Smelting Company at Trail will be 
Operated. This is the 'more likely if 
mining operations arc resumed at Cop­
per Mouhtain and copper concentrates 
arc shipped to the Trail smelter. At 
the present time over three hundred 
tons of copper billets made at Trail arc 
being turned into copper wire at Brock- 
fville, Ont
ELECTRIC TROUBLES
cannot be eliminated by mere ordin­
ary mechanics; You get the services 
of a skilled electrician here at the 
price you will havc toipay for irifer- 
ipr services ■ elsewhere. We confine 
our work to this one line and for 
that rtiasoh arc able to give jjou 
efficient results. We arc ignition 
and lighting specialists. V 
Wo carry a full Uric of ignition 
■parts..,,,',":"







B o ^ S r ’
builder! I osm
GOOD FOOD is a real necessity in 
order to inalntain, good health.. 
SUTHERLAND’S! White, Bread is 
enjoyed by an ever increasing circle 
of patrons who recogpilae its true 
healthful value. Others find .Bread 
satisfaction in the Brown; Loaf 
which in' addition to thft full, natural 
value of the whole wheat berry, con­
tains the rougher flakes of bran so 
essential an aid to digestion.
Have you, reader, ei^erienced Ac
healthful and appetizing properties 
of our Bread? If not, determine to.
do so right away.
PHONE 121
Sotherlanii’s Bakery
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
THE NEW EST IN
Butterfly Wing 
. Jewelery
We have just received a ship­
ment from the Old Country and 
arc especially proud of the Dutch 
and Wedgewood designs, Ster­




Brooches from $2.00 upwards 
Rings from .... $3.50 upwards 
Pendants from $3.75 upwards 






S. M. SIMPSON, LTD.
V
\
t  " " , * ■
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
FLOUR AND FEED STORE 
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
Prices are going up, and seem 
likely to keep going, but, here is 
the place where overhead char­
ges are low, and goods are sold 
at the smallest possible margin 
of profit. We have just receiv­
ed a large consignment of “Our 
^Best” Flour—the popular fav- 
orite. ■ ■ ' . ''
We .are well, stocked with BRAN 
and SHORTS. There must be an 
advance in prices very shortly. Buy 
before it comes.
Store open Saturday night
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
tates and other foreign countries,
$3.00 per year. 
The COURIER,.v __________ docs not necessarily
endorse the sentiments of any con 
tributed article.
To dhsuro acceptance, all manuscript 
should bo Icgibily written on on6
side of the paper only, Typewritten 
tcicopy is preferred. ,
Lctteris to the editor, will not be ac 
cepted for publication oVer a norn 
dc plume”; the writer's correct name 
must bo appended.
Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday noon wm not be pub­
lished imtil the following week.
V.
ADVERTISING RATES 
Classified Advcrtiscmcnls-r-Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “Want Ads. 
First insertion, 15 cents per line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge , per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/;o 
The Courier,, if desired, 10. cents 
. extra. ■ , , ,>''■■.■ '■
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments—Rates quoted on application. 
Legal arid Municipal Advertisinp— 
First insertion, IS' cents per line, 
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
■' per line. > ‘ '
Contract advertisers will please note 
that, to insure insertion In the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of 
. iadvertisemerits must reach this 
' office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual intcirests of patrons
and publisher, to avoid a congestion 
on weidnesday and Thursday and
consequent night work, and to 
facilitate publication of The Conner 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1924
CRICKET
6ET YOUR OFFICE STATIONERY AT 
•‘ THE COURIER”
A  return match between the G. W. 
V. A. team and Mr. .F. Keevil’s eleven 
was played on the Athletic Ground on 
August 31st, both sides being well re­
presented. With' his usual luck, Mr. 
Keevil-won the toss and put the G. W. 
V. A. in to bat, Whitehorn and Camp­
bell having to face the bowling of Dun­
lop and Matthews. This proved too 
good for them, both being bowled ■with­
out having run up a score. Bennett 
and Sutton, who followed, did better 
till the latter was splendidly caught by 
Dunlop. P. Hayes was the only other 
member of the G.W.V.A. team who 
seemed at home at the wicket and the 
entire side were dismissed for the total 
of 50. Harry Lee made "two fine cat­
ches in this innings, and the general 
fielding was good. Matthews, who 
bowled very fast, took five wickets for 
23 runs, Dunlop two wickets for 18 
runs and Walker three wickets for 
eight runs.
The innings for Mr. Keevil's eleven 
was opened by A. Crichton and Bush 
and on fthe latter being bowled and 
Dunlop joining Crichton a good stand 
was made, 21 runs being notched up 
before Crichton was finely caught by 
Burt. There was no further display of 
good batting till Keevil joined Dun­
lop, when runs came at a good rate 
until Dunlop was rim out. His 27 was 
the leading feature of the innings, the 
remaining batsmen being unable to 
handle the bowHng, which was diffi­
cult. However, the total bettered that 
of the G.W.V.A. by 33 runs. White 
horn especially bowled well and took 
six wickets for 26 runs. Score folows:
7 7 3 9 — In iicT t6  yem  
this, dms rejuira only 
yards ̂  yyinch 
material Belrohe 
shows you how to lay 
out your fattem.
7 7 tQ-&-The ribbon ana 
lace trimming gives this 
littleprl*s frockaFrenchy 
look. The Belrohe shows 






7713—In sim 36* 3^ 
and 40 only 3 H yards of 
33 or 3p inch material 
art needed. The pattern 
envelop tells you what 
materials to use.
7722—The unusual 
* jabot with which this dress 
is trimmed is very easy to 
make if you follow The 
Belrohe.
Dresses for Mothers, Daughters and Dolls
\
Styles to suit all types and all ages' are them swiftly
found ^  our Standard-Designer Pattern you how to
counter; and at our piece-
goods counter are all the 
popular summer materiab. 
At an unbelievably small 
cost you can have any 
number of charming sum-’ 
met dresses— T̂hc Belrohe, 
a wonderful dressmaking 
guide enclosed with Stan­
dard-Designer Patterns, 
«shows vou how to make
Always use
STANDARD-
D E S IG N E R




and surely. First it shows 
lay out your pattern on 
the least possible amount of 
fnaterial. , Next it shows 
you how to put the dress 
together step by step. 
Then it shows you how 
to  add the fin ish in g  
touches that professional 
tailors and dressmakers use. 
Every drm you make will 
be a success if vou follow 
The Belrohe,
J. F. Fum erton &  Go
G.W.V.A.
Whitehorn, b. Dunlop ......................
Campbell, b. Matthews .......
Bennett, c. Crichton, b. Matthews.. 14
Sutton, c. and b. Dunlop ............. .
Verity, c. Lee, b. Matthews ............
P. Hayes, c. Dunlop, b.M atthews
C. Hill', c. Lee, b. Walker ...... .
G. Mathews, c. Dunlop, *b. Walker
Aitken, c. Lee, b. Walkqr ............ .
Stockley, not out ................................
Burt, b. Matthews ....................... . 4
E x tra s............ ..... ......................... 1
Total ......... ................ ..................  50
Mr. F. M. Keevil’s XI. 
Crichton^ c. Burt, b. Whitehorn
Bush, c. Burt, b. Whitehorn .;.... .
Dunlop, run out ...............................
Walker, c. Burt, b. Whitehorn ....
Keevil, b. Sutton ................... .........
Lee, b. Sutton ........ ......................
E. A. Matthews, run out .......... .
Lcwellyn, b. Whitehorn ...............
Martin, b. Whitehorn .................
Holes, b. Whitehorn ...................














''jl' îtal .......a...................................... 1̂3
•  •  •
For the purpose of trying out play­
ers and being thus able to select the 
best possible team to meet the Salmon 
Arm eleven on Sept. 7th, a game was 
arranged for Labour Day between a 
tcani selected by Mr. W. D. Walker, 
drawn from players living at Okana­
gan'Mission, and an eleven chqsen by 
Mr. E. A. Matthews, picked from Ke­
lowna cricketers.
On winning the toss Mr. Matthews 
elected to send the Mission in first, 
Thorneloe and A. Crichton having to 
face the bowling of Hall and Dunlop. 
Thorneloe succumbed to a good one 
from Dunlop when only fotir runs had 
been sepreid, but Crichton played stead­
ily on till iie  eventually fell to a brill­
iant catch by L. Hayes. The side was 
all out for a total of 41. Dunlop, for 
the City team, took five wickets for 17 
runs, Matthews three for seven and 
Griffith three for five; ,
On the City players going in to bat, 
the first six wickets dropped fairljv 
quickly for only 21 rims, Thorneloe 
doing most of the damage. However, 
a good stand was made by Scott and 
Verity before the latter was well 
caught in the long field by Middlemass 
after a short but spectacular innings of 
19. Scott continued to gather in the 
runs ■ until • Thorneloe got. his wicket. 
But this was not the end of the hit­
ting, E. A. Matthews and Hall putting 
on 24 for the last wicket and placing 
the ball in every direction before Mat­
thews was clean bowled by Middle- 
mass. The innings realized a total of 80. 
Thorneloe took seven wickets for 32 
runs.
This match established the fact that 
there is an abundance of good material 
available from which a representative 
team can be picked when challenges 
are received from other districts, also 
that the game to be played this week­
end against Salmon Arm should prove 
a very enjoyable one from a spectator s 
point of view as well as from that of 
a player.
The Salmon Arm men are expected 
to arrive here at 11 a.m. and the match 
is scheduled to start at 1 p.m. It is 
hoped that all interested in the revival 
of cricket will be on hand then. Below 
is the score of the test match:
W. D. Walker’s XL
Thorneloe, b. Dunlop .............   3
Crichton, c. L. Hayes, b. Griffith— 17
Surtees, b. Dunlop ..... ................ — 0
Brown-Clayton, b. Dunlop ....    3
Wadsworth, c. and b. Matthews .... 8
Walker, l.b.w. Dunlop ..............   3
Bennett, b. Dunlop ...:.... -.................  0
Farris, b. Matthews ...........  2
Havcrficld, b. Matthews ...................  0
T. Luckett, not out ....... .................. - 2
Middlemass, b. Griffith  ....... ..... ...;. 0
E. Luckett, b. Griffith .......  ...........  0
A L PIN E  CLIMBING IN CANADIAN ROCKIES 
Great ice cliffs and pinacles give the Alpinist much hard climbing and greatly increase the hazards of 
scaling mountains. The young lady ait the right found Alpine climbing rather strenuous and in order to "cool” 
off she rode an iceberg in Berg Lake, at the foot of Mt. Robson, She says "the water is fine, corile on in.” In 
the centre the "Daddies” of Canadian Alpinists, Sir James Outram and A. O., Wheeler, cracking jokes outside 
their camp at Mt. Robson.
Extras











Dunlop ....... ... 14 6 17 5
Matthews ..... 6 2 7 3
Griffith .......... 3 0 5 3
Campbell ...... 1 1 0 0
E. A. Matthew’s XI;
Dunlop, c. Farris, b. Thorneloe —  3
Burt, b. Wadsworth .............. -  2
Campbell, c. and b. Thorneloe .......  5
Hunt, l.b.w. i^rpwn-Clayton .... ....... 1
Keevil, b, Thorneloe .......................  2
G. Matthews, c. Thorneloe, b.
Wadsworth ..................... .
Scott, b. Thorneloe ..... ...................
Verity, c. Middlemass, b. Thorneloe 19
Griffith, l.b.w. Thorneloe ........ .......2
Hayes, b. Thorneloe  .......... -r  1
E. A. Matthews, b. Middlemass .... 15
Hall, not out   ....... ............... ..... —■ 9





(Continued from page 1)
men and two pikid firemen already on 
the force, a reduction would be brought 
about in insurance rates.
It was known that Kelowna had a 
very efficient Brigade, but it had to
take second place on account of lack^qf  ̂
accommodation, while . the Brigade'
80
Bowling Analysis
Pheasants in the Cowichan district 
arc stated to have <ionc considerable 
damage to the potato crop this year. 
The birds dig into the hills and scoop 
out the potatoes, leaving nothing but 
the skin.
Overs M. runs. Wks.
Thorneloe, .... 14 4 32 7
Wadsworth.... 6 2 11 2
Surtees .........  2 0 9 0
Brown-Clayton 2 .0 5 1
Crichton ..... . 3 : 1 17 0
Middlemass 1 0 2 1
Ladysmith, a smaller town, took first 
place on account of better quarters. 
He felt that the Kelowna Brigade, in 
which they all tpok»pridc, should be en­
couraged by the citizens, and therefore 
that the proposed expenditure was very 
necessary. The present building was 
not only a dangerous fire hazard but 
required extensive repairs, especially to, 
the roof, to make it at all habitable, 
such as it was, and it was too small to 
provide anything like the measure of 
accommodation desired. It was thĉ  op­
inion of the Brigade that the site of 
the present Fire Hall was the best a- 
vailablc in the city.
By-Law No. 394, to authorize an is­
sue of debentures,for erection of a Fire 
Hall, was then given its first reading 
in skeleton form, the amount of the 
expenditure bciiig left blank for the 
time being. ■»
The Council adjourned until Mon­
day, Septfimber 8th, when the Fire 
Hall By-Law vviircome up again. It is
probable that it .will be advertised and 
submitted to a vote pf the ratepayers 
before the end of this month.
l)4ASONIC HONOURS FOR
LATE W. H. D. LADNER
Many Brethren Attend Funeral OiB 
Motor Accident Victim -
The late Mr, W, H. D. Ladner, who 
was killed in a motor accident hear 
Vernon on Tuesday of last week, was 
buried on Friday with full Ma.sonic 
honours. Besides a large attendance 
of the Vernon lodge, of which he had 
been Master, many Masons were pre­
sent from Kelowna, Armstrong, En- 
derby, Salmon Arm and other points 
in the Interior, over one hundred mar­
ching in the procession frorn the house 
to the cemetery,
Kcligious services were conducted by 
Rev. Mr. Guy and the Masonic ritual 
was recited Jiy Mr. Hamilton Lang, 
a Past Master. There was a large and 
representative attendance of the gen­
eral public, business being suspended 
in the city during the funeral.
Meetings of the Kelowna Girl Guides 
will shortly be resumed and girls wish­
ing to join this organization should 
hand in their names to Mrs. George 
Brbvyn, secretary of the local Girl 
Guide Association, without delay, as 
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W A N T  A D S , AnnouncementsFifteen cent  ̂ per line, each inser­
tion; mihJmum chavge. 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each
Mr, ami Mrs. J. B. Anderson, o
Local and Personal
I Mrs. T. L. Hicks, of Vancouver, is
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word.
First insertion: 15 cents per line;
each additional insertion. 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 cents,
estimating the cost of an adver­
tisement, subject to the minitnum 
charge as stated above, each initial, 
abbreviation or group of figures not telephone 
exceeding five counts ns onc^word,! * *
and five words count as one line. | Kelowna Parent-Teacher
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits* Block.
tfc
Associa-
If 80 desired, advertisers may have!tlon.—-Thursday afternoon and evon-jicy, near Winfield, where sire is teach 
replies addressed to a bbx number, I ing, Sept. 11th, garden party and dance
care of The Courier, and forwarded I at the residence of Mrs. Royal S. Moc,
to their private address, or delivered Ii:thd St. Amusement for everybody, J. F. Btirnc and Miss Mary
on call at office. For this service, add | „ * * Burnc returned from Vancouver on
Rcmcmb/:r tlic meeting of the Glen- * Tucadtiy,
I more Fruit Growers' Ass’n, Monday,
visiting her mother, Mrs. J. E, White
Miss.M. Brake, of Nelson, is a guest ^he Good Eats Cafe.
at the Lakeview. , ' j
■ ■ j Hoh, Dr. J. H. King, Domuiioii Mill 
Mr. A, Burnett left last Thursday j of PubHc Works, is expected to
for Weyburn,. Sask. j visit the city on the 9th of this month
Mrs. Hopper, of Rock Creek, is the j luesday. 
guest of |Mr. and Mr.s. H. J. Hewetson. j jvfrs. a . R. Webster .and Miss Iris
Miss Ethel Asher is now at Fir Vnl-1 Webster returned on Monday from Ta
coma, where they were visiting Mr 
and Mrs. Josaclyn, formerly of Kclow
I na.
10 cents to cover postage or tiling.
FOR SALE-’MiscellaneouB
Mrs. J. M.; Johnston, of the Govern­
ment Telegraph Service, is taking a 
three weck;s vacation tiild is being rc-
Scp^ortibcr 8th, . a t /8 p.m. Business I Mrs. W. C. Duggan and Miss Doris j Hcvcd by Mr. D. L. Lyons, of the Vanuilly fit/ ,W j-»udiiivooi I - - r4 A 4 .
mt'ctinf^,aiid socjal entertainment. Lad-1 rcaguc returned hpine on baturday I ataff.
ics please come. ♦ 3-lcj from a holiday^at the Coast. J ^
• •  I I Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brown, of
FO R SALE OR RENT—Five room
cd cottage, garage, $1,200 cash or
I'oKn Kccp your eye on Chapin's windowl Mr. Peter Hcwctsoii, of the staff of j Armatrongf, and Mrp. E / Murtart a’ml
tiS.pu per moiuii. . y . <--------. | for 'Saturday candy specials.,, IS-tfc the Canadian .Bank of Commerce, has h^igg Mary Murtart, of Edmonton,





Good working team at|
Apply, J- = ,,l S “ng S iU b c  L T S l i .0 I!”! :  Mr. F. V. Royle ■•u.d .taughtcr M ary Slurlridge during the week-end.
OLD PAPERS—W in ter  is  not Jar a - 1 Wednesday^the 24tĥ Scĝ ^̂ ^̂  on Sunday from a three | Mr. and Mrs. C. H, Jackson left yes,
way, when the demahd for did P̂ P̂* |  £  cnsSnl? vear^^ weeks’ holiday spent at the Coast. terday afternoon forers is so great that wc txinnot supply P=»rcrs tor tnc ensuing year, *’‘=1  ̂ i i i L ee k s’ holiday trip.
It. Bc.idea_^thc ™ „ . . * * *. .................. I ^  1
laying 
ihd dn
.. ___  ___ «B , ,arc used for a multiplicity of purposes i The September meeting
such as under carpets, adding D. E; will be held at the home of Mrs.ipgg they spent the summer holi
■warmth an  checking draughts m om-j Day ton Williams, Vimy Avc,, on T ues-'
Seattle on a two
While there, Mr
 of the I. 0 .1  turned home on Tuesday from W inni-j his capacity
[ . J where £
............. ........... .........„ - „ „  ............ .......   .,  es-
cr places, wrapping, . and so on.̂  Be j day, Sept. 9th, at 3 o’clock. A large at-1
forewarned and get your supply ,Jn tendance requested 
iime. We have about twenty bundles
3-lc
,on hand; price, ?5 c<;ms;pcr bmidlc of 
10 lbs..‘- T H E  KELOW NA COLR- 
lE R . • 3-21
Holman’s i Transfer. 
2S4.
FOR SALE—Cocker spaniel P^pics, 
red and: black, female, $5,00. Griess, 
Winfield. .
accountant will combine business with 
pleasure, having been asked to examine 
a number of accounts for the United 
Mrs. O. St. P. Aitkens and children | States Government.
■0Untu> 79 rtrlfctuirncd on Sunday from Victoria, .
10-tfc where they had been paying a visit to Non. Dr. S. F. Tolmie, M.P. for 
relatives. Victoria and formerly Minister of A-
' jgriculture in the Mcighcn Government, 





^ . j staff of The McKenzie Company, Ltd.,|Q,]d registered at the Lakeyiew Hotel.
The opening meeting of the Girl h® enable, the regular staff to take their He was accompanied by _M,rs. Tolmie. 
tfc j Guide Association will be held on Wed-j holidays. He spent this morning in conference
— — ^ ^  , . J ~  nesday evening, Sept. 10th, at 8 o’clock, _  _  a/t- t r>..* with locaF Conservative leaders in re-
“W OOD FOR »SA]^, dry pme^and fir, Mrs. MtCarthy's home. Miss Mara, Mr. F. F. Kctchum and AJr., J. Pat- , n-irtv oreanization and travell-
H. tA. Willis, Okanagan Mission. I the Deputy Provincial Commissioner, I terson, of Bcaverdcll, who were touring j ®** P ^ ® ■
'Phone m - h 6 .  [  ̂^ 4 2 - t f c ' ..................... - .......  ..........  -
SOLD.. 
* 51-t
FO R BARGAINS in,furniture, ranges, 
linoleum, beds, etc» call ahd inspect 
the large variety at Jones & Tempest.
\vil be present and would like to meet Lhe North Okapagan, motored south
all women interested in Guide work. ,, . _ , „  .r- t?3 -lc  Friday, Last Sunday the 1 Rev. C. E. Davis
4-tfcl MiSs Jolley’s dancing^class will cbm- ' I mcnce on '
H O N E Y  HONEY H O NEY | Apply,'^phone 341.
hSc ■ per pound
Bring your containers. Pure extracted j _ •^^inting 
honey with delicious flavour. .Sold, at ( Phone 431. 
our - newly built sanitary extracting
conducted a harvest thanksgiving ser­
vice at Joe Rich, also a children’s ser-Mr. H. G. Bartholomew, who is now iiey   Cl n o 1 , xtr n*VveHnê idlav ScDtcmbcr 10th I connected “with the AAtsyside irressi ■ ,Wednesday, beptember « , h  v.ee, the schoolroom hems prettijy
bi«i famiiv decorated for the occasion with the
■ ’ ■ products of field and orchard, which
RECEIVES JUDG ESH IP
, Hon. J. R. Boyle, K.C., of Edmon- 
ton, has been appointed to the Trial 
: Si " ' * •Division of the upremo Court of Al­
berta as the result of changes c.iuscd 
by the death of iGhicf Justice D. L. 
Scott. Mr. Boyle succeeded Hon.
Charles Stewart, Minister of Interior 
tlcrain the Fede l Government, as leader i 
of the Opposition in the Alberta Leg­
islature.
* 4i - « \
Painting - and kalsomining. E. J ., , , I- ,v
36-tfc Mrs. J. M. Harvey and daughter were later on donated to t|re Kelowna
___  -- - - •  •  •  Mean, accompanied by Mrs. J. E. Har- General Hospital. The choir boys o:
plant. '^Samples sent on request.. Mail! H O N E Y  FOR YOUR HONEY, yey, of Vernon, left on Saturday for St. Michael and AH Angels took part 
“iw lys wefc'ome. Mo“ne'’ of'ho'"ney a'lS h ? * e  faeV qualfty ever'! Hamilton, Ont. in these services, which were of a very
SofartheDomimoneanneryhasnot^h^^^^^
Alex l^ t t .  ' 1-tfc 1438 and get delivery or place your or- had a xull day s run this season. The A good programme of entertainment
—  der for future , delivery. G. F. Pearcey, j tomatoes are not coming in as heavily for juveniles and adults has been ar
W A N T E D —Hammerless .shot guns; Linden. Apiaries, Pendozi St. 
highest price paid. Spurrier s. 3 -lc | « « •
50-tfc I as was expected.
Mr.- and Mrs. Van Sarrels, of Chelan,F O R  SALE-^FulK5Bize lot, West end I Have your family group taken, in . j
Lawrence Ave. Only $250 for quick eluding your residence, while the lawns Wash., were visitors to the city our 
action. This is one-fifth of the assessed are at their best. Largest size and best jng the early part of this weeki return- 
value. Apply; S. M. G o«, phone 510- m ou n te^ J^ ^ ^  a. W .
ranged for the garden party and dance 
vvhich the Kelowna Parent-Teacher 
Association are giving this day week. 
There will be attractions of all kinds 
for the juveniles in the afternoon anc 
also in the evening until nine o’clock, 
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Laird arrived I when dartcing w ill begin. Arrangements
All Kodak supplies and finishing for Lq Kelowna on Monday from a stay of for refreshments and special music 
h, ‘
TO RENT
PASTURE for Iforses and .cattle. Mr. Lai'rd’s I have been completed.
..U . Bennett,O kana^n M .ssion,phoncU 3,„gy„„ ,. Kodak to W , H. W ille and return from England. prevails at the
296-L3 , , , > j have it adjusted free. Pendozi St., pho-'
Phone|tog*’®pl'®*'» Fox 615. 52-4pROOM  and board, close in. 
492-R3. 3-lp
FO A R D  and Room for one or two 
gentlemen. No. 484, Courier. 3-lp [
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 20-tfc
W A N TED —Miscellaneous
SHOOTING NOTICE
LADY will take care of children dur-j All permits to shoot on my proper- is the guest of her brother, ML F 
ing day. No. 484, Courier. 3-lp j ty are hereby cancelled.The shooting | Simmons, and Mrs. Simmons.
Miss Dorothea Buck, B.A., daughter packing and shipping departments of 
of Mrs. C. G. Buck, late of Kelowna, the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange and 
has been appointed principal of the it is expected that large quantities of 
Peachland High S.chool. McIntosh wiU be handled there by the
end of this week. A t present this crop 
Mrs. F. C. Bailey, of London, Eng., being put through the grader at 
arrived in the city last Thursday and Kelowna only. The Wealthy crop
has been shipped and all prunes and 
plums, except Pond’s Seedling, Which
W A N T E D —Horse, weighing 1,000 lbs. 1924™ 925^has° been”^^  ̂ J. | According to local/  officials of the | are now coming in freely.
suitable for general farm work. Mrs. I ̂ ggyjj-g^ 
Margaret Sproule, Rutland. 3-lp f F. BOYCE.
W A N T E D  — White Leghorn pullets. 
State price. No. 485 Courier. 3-lp
Sept. 4, 1924.
SITUATIONS WANTED RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
M AN, ENGLISH,. 37, wishes work on 
' farm or fruit ranch; good with 
horses, cattle, chickens, etc. Wife gpod 
'housekeeper, if needed. Write, John
Pound Notice
I hereby give notice, under Section
Provincial Department of Agriculture, i Q,jyjj|g. to pheasants having done con 
3_3c | the wind storm last Thursday did no damage to certain crops in
damage to the McIntosh crop. this district, arrangements have been
Mr. and Mrs. J. Richter and children, made by the Game Conservation Board 
of Midv/ay, and Mr. E, Richter and for the issuing of special permits to far- 
son, of Rock Greek, who took in the mers in the vicinity of Kelowna. These 
trap shooting on Labour Day, motored permits are issued only by Constable 
home yesterday. I F- Pentecost, who is ex-officio game
Dutton, 667 Hornby Street, ,Vancou- ?0 of the Pound Distric
warden, and authorize those holding 
Miss Marie MacLean left on Tues- Lhej„ to shoot pheasants, on their own
■ver. ■̂̂ ‘’ I S r w a “ m % S d in ® th e  England. She sails on the 25t|. | p,<,pe„y p„|y. before the open season
, of this month o n , the s.s. “Marloch”.
LOST AND FOUND
by the undersigned on the S. E. j4,jO ‘ tms month on .tne , . , ,
Section 23, Township 26, on the 25th from Montreal and will visit friends at |
commences.
FO U N D —At Ecclestone Slough, sil
ver pencil. Owner can obtain on p ro -|2_2c 
v in g .claim and paying for this adver­
tisement. Apply, Courier Office. 3-lc
JUST OPENED  
on ELLIS STREET 
BOOT and SHOE REPAIR  
SHOP
A. PILATO, Prop. ^
2-4p
day of August, 1924. I Calgary before, journeying east. I The annual free matinee, which ow-
A. W. DALGLEISH, ing to the liberality of Messrs. P. B
Poundkeeper. Mr. W. H. Stonehouse returned home -wiHits & Co. is always an event long 
on Tuesday from Rossland, where he looked forward to by the children of 
has passed most of his time since leav- Uhg city and district, attracted no less 
TH E  CORPORATION OF T H E lin g  here. He expects to return to the than eleven hundred juveniles to the 
CITY OF KELOW NA | Kootenay district this evening. l Empress Theatre on Tuesday .after
The show did not open till 3Property For Sale Or Rent The shipping department of the Oc-1 , , , u rom  but at one o clock a number of cidental Fruit Company are sending | ' ___
The Municipal Council invites appli- heavy shipments of fruit and vegetables *'“<■ “ ..hiUren en
St. ( 5 c o r o e ’ 8  
o n « t b c * m t t l
NANAIMO
VANpO UVER ISLAND
A  ThorougMy Up-to-date
BOYS’ BOARDINB SCHOOL
HEADMASTER: An English Pub­




Next Term: - - September 11th
Vancouver Trains met.
Illustrated Prospectus, apply-r 
The Secretary. ,
S2-tfc
cations to purchase or rent Lot 2, i ' .
Block 13, in Registered Plan 202 (on ‘ P puuii» themselves immensely and thor-
the North side oL Lawson Avenue). exporting apples to the United 'King-1 appreciated the special pro-
The house on this property was er- dom. &
ected under the provisions of the “Bet- _ gramme provided, ^
ter Housing Act’’ and the purchaser Mr. Jerman Hunt and Mr. H. S. “kid comedy,” ‘ No Noise, and The 
of the property would receive the bene- ^ tk inson  have each presented the new- Virginian.” Though the youngsters ap-
fi* interest jy.formcd Kelowna and District Cric- plauded very heartily and made consid-
fb »■ I nl .Q ket Club with’a new cricket bat. These erable commotion at times, it was re-
AlderWn Shephc^Yor'the”  bats will be used in the match against marked by all grown-ups present how




City Clerk. I 
43-tfc
JSUBSCRIBB TO THE COURIER
FOR
FIRE INSURANCE
purposes it is as important to 
have an inventory of contents in 
the home as it is to have an in­
ventory of a manufacturing plant. 
Few .home owners realize how  
much value they have tied up in 
clothing, furniture > and the many 
living accessories of modern life. 
To make an itemized statement 
of values is, for most home own­
ers, a startling revelation.
Ask for and complete our 
“RESIDENCE INVENTORY” 
BOOKLET
and know if you have sufficient 
Insurance.




Among guests at the Lakeview arc: I From the 25th to the 30th of Au- 
Mr. J. MacIvor, of Naramata; Mrs. F. inclusive, the following shipments
N. McGregor, of Salmon Arm; Mr. C. L f  f^uit and vegetables were made by
S. McGillivray, of Ottawa; Mr. E. L. Ljjg Kelowna Growers’ Exchange; to
T. Taylor, of Creston; and Mrs. G. Edmonton; one car of 1,200 boxes of 
Watt Coghlin, of Montreal. Italian prunes, one car of Flemish
With the exception of P«™Pkins, ^
which will be canned at the end of the '™'< “"'i vegetables; to Kenora, Ont.,
season, the Occidental cannery
completed all its pack “ “ P* Kingdom,
The latter are not reaching the cannery I pears, lo
in •sufficient quantity for full day runs via Montreal, one car of Wealthy and four cars of Cox Orange; to South A-
[a presen . jfrica, via Vancouver, one car of Wcal-
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Cuthbert, who are thy; also the following number of mix- 
I camping in the City Park, arrived by cd cars to the undermentioned points, 
car yesterday all the way from their j Regina, five; Moose Jaw, 2; Corona- 
home in Belmont, N. S. On their way tion, Alta., two; Calgary, five; Mcdi- 
hcrc they visited a great many portions I cine Hat, Leader, Saskatoon, Unity, 
of the United States and Canada and Carnduff, Sask., and Delia, Red Deer, 
state that Kelowna strikes them as be- Turtlcford, Lloydminstcr, Lacombe, 
ing the most pleasant, place to live Innisfail, Carbon, Macklin, Tabet, 
which they have yet seen. They intend I Camrose, Alta., and Fernie, B. C., one 
to settle here, if possible. |car each.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ross and children, 
of Leamington, Out., reached Kelowna 
on Tuesday after travelling by car all 
the .way from their eastern .home to 
this city. 'En route they visited friends 
and relatives at different points in Man­
itoba, Saskatchewan and, Alberta, cov-; 
erihg some 3,500 miles before arriving 
here. They arc at present staying with 
Wir. and Mrs. G. S. McKenzie, Mrs. 
Ross beiiig Mr. McKenzie’s sister, and 
intend visiting the Coast before return­
ing home. Their car is a. Ford sedan 
and bears the legend “Leamington, the 
Garden of Canada.” Mr. Ross for many 
years has been in the hothouse and 
tobacco and tomato growing business 
in Leamington, and it is quite possible 
that before leaving the Orchard City 
he may alter the wording of the sign 
on his car.
First Fall Showing
DRESSES AGLOW IN THE 
RICH TINTS OF 
AUTUMN’S COLOURING
Such iM'ocks will delight you. 
They have a way of flattery difficult 
to describe but easy to di.sccrn.
Here is a collection which is cer-r 
tain to meet critical ideas as td good 
taste and moderate pricing. '
The prices are from^—
$10.95
SPECIAL SHOW ING this week at
$25.95
@rmanM m n tM  i l i
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
TEA ICE CREAM
Lumbermen from all parts of B. C. | l |  
are now in conference at Vancouver to O  
decide ways and means of opposing W 
the imposition of additional royalties O  
on the timber industry,
YOU WAHT TO HAVE
THE TIME Of YOUR LIFE
W HAT A  TO U R IST TH IN K S
OF T H E  KELOW NA CAMJPljl*
<
G O M E  T O
An “Unsolicited Testimonial” From A | 
Visiting Motopst i
The following “unsolicited testimon­
ial’’ has been received by the Kelowna 
Board of Trade. Comment is unnec-1 
essary; the letter speaks/or itself.
“Kelowna Camp, Aug. 30, 1924. 
“To the Chairman,
Board of Trade, Kelowna.
“Sir, ■ V , , ,
“ As tourists temporarily stopping at I 
Kelowna, we would like to express our 
congratulations and our appreciaticn j 
of your tourist park. .
“Two weeks or more ago, my wife j 
and self stopped at Kelowna while en 
route to Seattle. It’was our first tour­
ist camp and we thoroughly enjoyed 
it. Since then we have been to Seattle, 
to Vancouver Island and on the Main­
land, and have travelled some 1,6001 
miles. While we have not always stop­
ped at main tourist centres, such as I 
Seattie (at which centre (ps many as 
500 to 1,000 tourists camp a day), yet 
we have not Camped during the trip, 
Seattle excepted, in a camp equal to 
that of Kelowna, firstly, in its main 
essential—-cleanliness and absence of | 
Utter, and secondly, in the gene’ral lay­
out of the camp and its facilities, which 
include tent sites, cooking facilities, 
wash house, roads, lighting, camp | 
frontage and location, etc., etc.
“The general plan and lay-out of the j 
camp is excellent, but the main feature 
that appeals to us, and which we de­
sire to congratulate you most on, is 
the cleanliness of your camp. Com­
parisons are odious, as is also the fact 
that the tourist does not always leave a | 
clean camp site for the next fellow.
“ Yours truly,
“L. S. SCOTNEY GEORGE.”
■ ■'— In. t̂he 
CITY PARK
SATURIMY, SEPTEMBER I M , 1924
From 3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
—  WEMBLEY ISN’T IN IT! ^
IN AID OF THE ANGLICAN CHURCH
A D M IS S IO N  f r e e :
A U N T  SALLY BOOTHS
3-2c
CHURCH NOTICES
BA PTIST _ CHURCH. Services, 
Sunday morning: 10.30, Sunday School 
and Bible Class, followed by morning | 
worship. 7.30, evening service.
Thursday, 8 p.m., prayer meeting.
RETURN OF BRITISH  SUBM ARINE AFTER 20,000 MILE CRUISE
Jules Verne’s “Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" was 
partially realized by this giant submarine K 26, which has returned to 
Portsmouth, England. She left on January 2nd for the Mediterranean, 
where she received instructions to proceed to Singapore calling at Malta, 
Port Said, Aden, Bombay and Colombo. During the whole of the voyage 
the crew lived on board and everything needed was.carried on the vessel. 
This is regarded as a triumph for British under-water craft. -
TH E  SALVATIO N ARMY, Capt. 
and Mrs. Ede, Commanding Officers. 
Sunday, 11 a.m., Holiness Meeting; 
7.30 p.m.. Salvation Meeting. 48-tf
U N IT E D  CHURCH. 11 a.m., Mor­
ning Worship; 7.30 p.m., Evening Wor­
ship; 2.30 p.m., Sunday School. Mr.
MacLurg-will preach at both services, 
and Mr. W. Moncrieff Mawer, the 
newly appointed organist will preside 
at the organ.
ST. M ICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
Sept. 7th, 12th Sunday after Trinity, 
ij a.m., Holy Communion; 11, Matins, 
sermon and Choral Commuriipn. 2.30 
p.m., Children's Service. 7.30 p.m., 
Tvensong and sermon, after which a 
short recital of sacred music, vocal and 
instrumcUtal. _ , „ . -  .
RUTLAND (Anglican). Sept. 7th, 
8 a.m., Holy Communion. _ « _
EAST K ELO W NA (Anglican). No 
service.
“Hallo, Brown, going away for a holiday?” “ No, the wife ia.” 







THE KISILOWNA COURIER AWD OKANAOAH Clj^CHARmS*^
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Ecoplc arc those who,, don t now, a rear tiro is medUatmef 
treason. (Brandon Sun)-
GOODYEAR TIRES ARB 
THl? BEST ilY TEST
Gall in and consult Anderson, 
The 'Vulcaniacr, about yOur tire 
trouble^. H it’s repairable, hell 
lay SO. H not, ho l̂l show you 
the best and cheapest tjrc, tor 
your purpose.
In oUr issue of August 21st we stated 
tiiat "unfortunately, a weekly ftle pf 
paper® apparently was not prescrye(| 
during the existence of the ‘Clarion’ 
and some of the early numbers of The 
Courier also arc missing, so that it will 
not be possible for^some time to come 
;o publish' regularly quotations from 
s^ucs of twenty years ago.”  ̂ Diligent 
search, however, has resulted in finding 
most of the missing copies, and our 
files arc now sufficiently complete to 
permit publication, .with an occasional 
gap, of a weekly summary of interesting 
titbits of bygone days.'In order to bring 
the date to just .20' years. ago, extracts 
from several issues'of the “•Clarion arc 
given in the first instalment subjoined.
’i '
8
Get our proposition before Bond­
ing It
will pay you in the long run.
The Oil Shop:
(The House with a Smile) , g
STOCKWEirS, LTD.
g e n e r a ^  m e r c h a n t s
PHONE 324
W E HAVE A LARGE 
STOCK OF




W IDE MOUTH MASON
We can- give you ’a good price. 
CALL IN BEFORE YOU 
BUY
V m h i h e
Cveomleftin?
Keep a supply
in ^ ^ u rp a n tiy
Free Recipe Book—^Write The 
Borden Go., Limited, Vancouver.
Waldron’S














Bcryc body of water that, may be drawn 
upon at'any time.” . , ' ,
July 28. 1904
Fifteen boxes of --imyal Ann and 
Windsor cherries, grown in the orchard 
of Mr. J. L. Pridham, were dispatched 
for display at the Dominion Exhibition 
at Winnipeg, by Stirling & Pitcairn. 
The fruit is described as “ large, beau­
tiful and luscious. Of the Royal Anns 
it took just nine cherries to go across 
the end of a box nine inches wide, and 
of the Windsors it took ten.” ,
To the same cx;hibition Smith and 
Holman also forwarded samples of 
Spanish seed leaf tobacco and Havana 
wrappers, both grown on their plantâ r 
tion near Kelowna. 1
;„'i'
Amongst arrivals is chronicled,. Yhat 
of Mr. George Meikle from Manitou, 
Man.
, Aug. 4, 1904 ,
Much activity is noted'in real estate. 
It is recorded that during the past few 
months Sutherland & Stillingfleet had 
sold five farms, one forty-acre block, 
nineteen ten-acre .blocks, eleyen two- 
acre blocks'and twenty-eight fifty-foot 
lots,' at a totjil value of $77,350. Gar- 
ruthers' & Pooley had put through 
landed property deals within the past 
two months amounting to $40,000. 
With private sales, it was reckoned 
that property to a total va,lue :of oyer 
$12S,O0o1liad changed hands during the
preceding three months.,
■ vl
“The Okanagan Fruit & Land Go. 
are opening up a street running paral­
lel with Bernard Avenue, and are plac­
ing about 'Sixty fifty-foot, lots on the 
market *at ' $150 .each and sixteen acre 
blocks at $400: each. This is probably 
the most valuable piece o f .property in 
the valley, being part of the townsite, 
and is building up very rapidly. Nearly
all the  new residences are being built;
in this locality.” .
Aug. 11, 1904 \
Not until this iiunibcr, the third is­
sue, and .coincident with the appear­
ance for the first time o f ,the names of 
W .' J. Glemcnt, editor, and H. M. .^ped- 
ditig,manager,'at the top of tho. oditor- 
ial .coluiViu in addition to that of R. H. 
Spedding, proprietor, is there an ait- 
tlotmccmeht made of' policy. The state­
ment is,as follows:—
‘?Our readers arc • doubtless looking 
for an' announcement^of the purposes 
and principles,which we intend to pro­
mote. Every paper 'exists for a pur­
pose and.,wc hope that the Clarion is 
no exception to the rule. We believe 
that Kelowna and the Mission Valley 
have reached a sufficient degree of im­
portance to demand some atteption,; 
and we are of the opinion that the in­
terests of tl\c place can best be served 
by a paper that will keep the resources 
of the district before the public, and 
that will do all /n its power to promote 
the interests of its citizens. The policy, 
then, of the Clarion Shall be to advance 
the agricultural and industrial interests 
of'the whole Okanagan district in gen 
eral, and aid in building up a prosper­
ous community in the district which it 
specially represents.”
An editorial strongly supports ■ in 
corporation for the growing town. It 
contains one piece of prophecy which 
has been largely fulfilled. “ We have 
upon the lake shore what could be 
made one of the prettiest little patks to 
be found anywhere. Under municipal 
organization, this property could be 
purchased and improved to such an ex­
tent, with comparatively small expendi­
ture, as to make it a splendid attrac­
tion.” ;
Satisfaction is expressed that an ap­
propriation of $4,500 has been made by 
the Dominion Government for con­
struction of a telegraph line from Ok­
anagan' Landing to Kelowna'.
view.
‘̂ W . B; M. Caldcr's new house on 
Bernard Avenue is receiving thc/m ish- 
ng touches from the painter’s brush. 
It is a large roomy dwelling and pre­
sents, a handsome appearance. Mr. 
Caldcr expects to move his family to 
lis new home in a few days.”
' I* ■ '' ' ’ .
An account is given of an outbreak 
of fire in the C. P. R. shed at the wharf, 
which spread to Stirling & Pitcairn’s 
warehouse. A  bucket brigade did y«o- 
maii service, and the article says: “A 
trained fire brigade could not have done 
more effective work, and whenever an 
emergency arose some one was at hand 
to offcr'his, service. A number climbed 
to the roof while others formed a line 
to/thc lakeland a constant string of 
buckets was passed along to the top of 
th6 roof, which, on the outward side, 
was all '̂ in flames. Fortunately, the 
little wind at the time was in a fav­
ourable direction, so that, by a constant 
application of water upon the roof and 
the burning hay; the buildings that re­
mained were sooij out of danger, The 
nien, however, worked faithfully for a 
considerable time longer clearing the 
■wharf of,the remainder of'burning hay 
and iany other loose material in which 
the fire was still smouldering.” The a- 
mount of ̂ damage done consisted of 
cornpletc destruction of the freight 
shed in which the outbreak occurred 
considerable damage to another shed 
and the loss of Stirling & Pitcairn’s 
warehouse together with a large quan­
tity of fruit boxes, crates, tin tops, etc 
The Glarion seized'the opportunity to 
speak a good word for municipal incor 
poration as- a means of securing .much 
tieeded fire protective apparatus
At a meeting of the. School Trustees, 
Mr. T. Henderson, M.A. (Dublin), was 
chosen as principal of the Kelowna 
School.
The contract for a large new school 
building (now the old wooden struc­
ture on Richter Street), to cost about 
$6,000, was awarded by the govern­
ment to Mr. John Gurts.
“The cohstruction gang have begun 
work on the new road across the pro­
perty owned by the Kelowna Land & 
Orchard Go. This road will run in ̂ an 
easterly direction for about three miles 
and is graded all the way- between the 
bridge on Mill Greek, and that on Mis­
sion Greek. Two streets are also to be 
opened up and graded from the road 
to the- lake. This will, make a second 
road into the town and will bring a 
very important part of the valley much 
nearer than formerly, as well as open 
up a large amount' of valuable subur­
ban property.” ,
: * * *
A  movement to have a branch bank 
for -Kelowna is mentioned, but nothing 
definite had come of it so far but in­
vestigation of the prospects by Mr. 
Henderson, of the Bank of Montreal, 
Vernon.
The Kelpwna Glub proposes to erect 
a new building on Peudozi Street, hav 
ing out-grown their present quarters^
 ̂“Haying on the Lequime Ranch has 
been finished, the yield from one hun­
dred and fifty acres being about six 
hundred tons.”
“ Peaches and -plums front Stirling’s 
orchard are being shipped. Many of the 
peaches are three inches in diameter.
iCE
ANY QUANTITY  
BUT ONE QUALITY
PHONE 151
It is expected that as a consequence 
of the reclamation of Sumas Lake 
lands the production o  ̂ milk in the 
Fraser Valley will be considerably in­
creased and that a further result will be 
a much greater production of both 
butter and cheese in that part of B.C.
“A potato weighing seventeen and a 
half ounces was taken from the garden 
of Mr. Gharles Burtch. This is the 
largest potato reported this season.”
' “A cargo o f thirty-five barrels of 
empty bottles, consigned to tlie Kam­
loops Brewery, ■ was forvvarded by 
Tuesday’s boat. The contents of the 
battles had np doubt been used for.ir­
rigation purposes.’’
“Messrs. W. R. Pooley, T. W, Stir­
ling and* F. A. Taylor, all of tbe Kel­
owna" Land Orchard Co., together 
with Mr. Long, the company’s survey­
or, started lip Canyon Creek Monday 
morning to look for a proper site for a 
reservoir to be used for the storing of 
water for irrigation purposes. At pre­
sent there is plenty of water for all re­
quirements, but should it ever be deem­
ed necessary, a dam and reservoir will 
be constructed that will retain a rc-
Gompletion of the new Leckie store 
building on Bernard Avenue is noted.
“G. A. McKay is taking charge of 
Boyce & Willits’ dr'ug store in the ab 
sence of P. ,B. Willits, who is taking a 
few weeks holidays. Mr, McKay, who 
is spending his vacation in Kelowna 
and district, is chief dispenser for J. C. 
Gordon, of Winnipeg, and is therefore 
fully qualified to look after the custo 
mers’ interests.”
“Wm. Haug.has finished the stone 
work of Lequime & Weddell’s new 
stoi;e. The dimensions of the building 
are 44 by 70 feet; and the walls are 
built entirely of squared stone. This is 
the first stone building erected in the 
Okanagan and would be a credit to any 
place. The. stone, which is of excellent 
quality for building purposes, was tak­
en from the quarry about two miles 
from town. Mr. Haug has done the 
whole work, from the quarrying of the 
rock to the placing of it in position, anc 
the building is a good sample of the 
work he is capable of doing. Messrs. 
Lequime & Weddell' have the honour 
of leading'in this class of structure and 
others will doubtless • follow their ex­
ample.”
“The new residence which E. M. 
Carruthers is having built on his beau­
tiful eleven-acre plot is nearing com 
pletipn. It is being fitted throughout 
w ith , all modern improvements, and 
when Mr. Raymer, who has the con­
tract, is through with it, it will be one 
of the most handsome homes in the 
valley."
“Kelowna’s Amateur Orchestra met 
a few evenings ago to organize for the 
season. H. S. Rose was appointed 
chairman, D. W. Grbwley, secretary, 
and J. J. Stubbs, conductor. A Manag­
ing Committee, comprising L. Holman, 
A. E. Burnaby, J. J. Stubbs, H. S. Rose 
and D. W. Crowley, was also apppin- 
ted. Rules and by-laws were then made 
and the Orchestra properly constituted. 
The Orchestra deserves credit for the 
able entertainments it has furnished in 
the past, and under its more thorough 




A Thrilling Drama Actually Filmed 
On Thd Sands Of The Real 
Arizona Desert
Aug, 25, 1904
' “A meeting was held in the Kelovlr 
na Club Rooms on Monday night, the 
22nd, to reorganize the Kelowna Gun 
Club. F. W . Fraser was appointed 
Chairman and Geo. , Roweliffe, sec. 
treas. A match was arranged tb take 
place at the Kelowna Fair,-the married 
men vs. the single. Tuesday evening 
Messrs. Fraser, Rose, -Packer. an< 
Roweliffe turned out at the traps, Mr 
Fraser capturing highest points.”
* * * • ’
“O. D. Ranks, Secretary of the Far­
mers  ̂ Exchange, recently shipped 
carload of/"potatoes, 'cabbages, beets 
and carrots to Revelstoke. The Com­
pany paid $23.00 per ton for the pota­
toes, $18.00 for the carrots and beets 
arid $27.00 for the cabbages. The pota­
toes -were -grown by Messrs. . DeHart 
and D ’Aeth and yielded over eight tons 
per acre. The first shipment of new 
potatoes made I by Mr. Ranks this sea- 
soiv-netted .the producer $26.00 at the 
wharf, and $14.00 was paid for potatoes 
of last year’s crop about the middle o 
July. Peadhes are being shipped 
through one of the members of the 
firm in Peachland. Within the past two 
weeks Mr. Ranks has received letters^ 
from as far east as Ontario, asking for 
quotations on car lots of fruit and ve 
getables. The writers stated, that they 
saw the British Columbia exhibit at 
the Winnipeg Fair and were thus led to 
make enquiries. The Company have 
disposed of six thousand'sacks within 
two weeks and evidently intend doing
a rushing business.”
m * *
“The Okanagan Fruit & Land Co. 
have opened three streets between Ber­
nard Avenue and Knox’s Mountain. 
Gulverts^have been put-in all the run­
ways’- and the streets are now ready 
for passage.” -
“B. Lequime returned to Granc 
Forks Tuesday. He has sold his house 
and lot here to F. Buckland, who wil 
take possession on the first of Octoher.
“The fire engine in use in Vemoii 
before waterworks were installed there 
has been purchased for use in Kelowna 
in case of fire. It is a hand engine re 
quiring tvyenty men for its operation, 
and is said to be in good condition. It 
throws a powerful stream and will be a 
great improvement oh the present vol 
unteer bucket brigade. It will doubt 
less serve a good purpose until such 
time as a system of waterworks can be 
established here.’’
- Aug.. 18, 1904
“ A carload of apples, consisting of 
Red Astrachans and Yellow Transpar­
ents, was shipped to Calgary from here 
on Saturday. Considerable fruit is be­
ing marketed, but this is the first 
straight carload of apples shipped from 
Kelowna this season.” .
“ The weather for the past week has 
been pleasant, with fresh breezes blow­
ing most of the time. The warm season 
has apparently passed over, but it still 
remains quite dry and, as ,a result, bush 
fires in the mountains are numerous, 
the smoke completely obstructing the
“Jas. Bowes arrived Friday to take 
over the Lakeview Hotel from Mrs. E. 
J. Newson. Mr. Bowes, who has hat 
a wide experience in hotel keeping in 
Silverton, B. C., is making extensive 
preparations for the accommodation of 
his guests. The hotel is undergoing a 
thorough renovation and will be pro­
vided with a billiard table.”
Okanagan Loan' and Investment 
Trust Company
A feat in moving picture photo­
graphy, is the film version ol Zane 
Grey’s famous story "Waudci'cr of the. 
Wasteland," which will be shown in all 
the vivid colouring of the Arizona des­
erts and mountains a t  ■ the Empress 
Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday,. 
Sept. 10th and 11th. An enthusiast 
declares: “ In hlaclc and white, this 
adventure-romance would be the great- 
ciit of Westerns. In natural colours, 
it is the greatest of ALL pictures."
The following is a' synopsis of the
story: ' • . ■
Adam Larcy (Jack Holt) Works at 
the gold mill, iti the picturesque min-- 
iilg ' town ' of 'Picacho.'/ His brother, 
Guerd Larcy, and ColUsbavv, known as 
the hanging sheriff, arrive at. Picacho 
and meet Adam.' Guerd and Collishaw 
try their Itick at gambling' Guerd is 
losing most of his money as the boat 
arrives, and Adam, accompanied i by 
Alex MacKay, superintendent of the 
mines, goes down to, the landing. A- 
mong the passengers arc Mr. and Mrs. 
Vifey and their daughter, Ruth. Adam 
becomes much interested in the girl, 
who leaves on the boat while her par 
etits remain in Picacho, planning to go 
into the desert.
Guerd, who has lost heavily at gam-r 
bling, demands money fron^ Adam. The 
latter refuses. W^hen Adam later en 
ters his room, he finds Guerd and Col 
lishaw robbing him. A fight starts, 
and Adam knocks out Guerd and' 
throws a pistol, in the sheriff’s face. 
Larey makes a break for the desert,' 
thinking that he has killed his brother 
and blinded the sheriff. Adam'be­
comes the “wanderer of the waste­
land.”
Without food or water, Larey at­
tempts to cross the desert. His, strength 
fails him, and Dismukes, a .kindly old 
miner, saves him from death, Dis- 
mukes hears Adam’s story, and sends 
Adani'to some friendly Indians where 
he remains until he is able to combat 
the life of the desert. He changes his 
name to Wansfcll. Four years pass, 
and strange tales are told of the grim 
justice of W^ansfeU. .
Adam travels near. Death Yalley. and 
finds an Indian dying. The Indian 
tells him to go to the arrastra (Spanish 
for gold m ill). Adam finds that rob­
bers have captured the mine and are 
robbing his old friend Disrnukes.of his 
gold. He fights off the robbers,. ,and 
Disrnukes plans to leave the desert and 
enjoy his wealth. He tells Adam of a 
strange pair living in Death Valley. 
Larey visits their cabin and recognizes 
the man and woman as the same people 
he had niet at Picacho.
The wife tells'Adam of her troubles. 
Her husband has 'hallucinations that 
Ruth is not his child, and hates them as 
a mad man would. Larey intends to 
take" the woman out o f  the Valley the 
next morning. i^He is awakened by a 
terrible noise. The husband is at the 
top of a slope shoving huge, boulders 
down on the cabin. The woman is 
caught in the avalanche, and the hus- 
baud,- losing his footing, is also killed. 
Larey pl®os to find their daughter. He 
locates her in San Diego teaching 
school. He tells her what has hap­
pened at Death Valley. As days pass, 
Adam lingers, though he realizes he 
has no right to her,love. He confesses 
his'early life in Picacho. Ruth u rp s  
him to return and face the authorities. 
Larey goes back to Picacho and finds 
it deserted. His brother is still alive, 
and the sheriff has died a natural death. 
The law is not awaiting his return. He 
meets Disrnukes, who, finding city life 
unpleasant, is planning to return to the 
desert. Adam leaves Picacho to return 
to the girl=—she had promised to wait 
for him.
In the wastelands, Adam Larey had 
found his freedom and his lOve.,
W ANTED
Forty acre Mixed Farm. Purchaser will pay cash.
FOR EXCHANGE
Modern Furnished Bungalow in the Kerrisdale Distriett 
Vancouver, situate on double'lot, 66 x  194r Polished maple and 
mahogany- bordered floors. Fireplace; built in buffet; beam 
cciliiijgts; ̂ breakfast nook and all latest improvements. The price 
is 97.000, Furnished. .Mortgage of 92,000 to be asaumifd.' \VlH 
exchange for a small good orchard with equipment,
FOR RENT
Newly erected Store in fine'position.
Several Unfurnished Houses from $15.00 per month up.
' V REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
‘J^hbne 332 ' KcloWna, B^C.
TH E IRISH M AN’S . DOG
Sept. 1, 1904
“H. H. Millie, jeweller, of Carman, 
Man., arrived Friday. He is so taken 
up with the country that he has opened 
up business in town.”
“A sidewalk is being laid along Pen- 
dozi Street to the Methodist Church.” 
* * *
“The report of shot guns was heard 
Thursday morning at daybreak, the
_1_____ ___— — L.. . . . . ! * * '  Ashooting, season having begun. A num­
ber of sportsmen were successful in 
bringing in good bags; P. B. Willits, 
among them, securing four fine ducks 
as the result of an hour or two shoot- 
mg-
“Hullo, Pat, I hear that your dog
is dead?”
“It is.’’
“Was it a lap dog?”
“Yes it would lap up everything.” 
“What did it die of?”
“It died of a Tuesday.”
“I mean how did it die?”
“It died on its back.”
“No, no, I mean ho\y dill it meet its
death.” ^
“It didn’t meet its death; its death
overtook it.”
“i  want to know w haf was the com­
plaint." *
“No complaint; everyone for miles
around seemed satisfied.”
“I wish to know, how did it occur?”
. ‘‘The dog was no cur; he was a 
thorough-bred animal.”
“Tell me, what disease did the dog 
die of?”
“ He went to fight a circular saw. 
“What was the result?”
“The dog only lasted one found.”
Mr. Harold C. Ettcr, B.A., son _of 
Mr and Mrs. O. C. Ettcr, of Pentic­
ton, has left for Peking, China, whc.-: 
he has been appointed to the teaching 








FRIDAY A N D  SATURDAY, SE]g|TEMER/5th and 6th 
Jacqueline Logan, Da^d Torrence,. Raymond Griffith In
"T H E  DAW N o f  a  TOMORROW?'
Th6 heart-gladdening story of an optimistic waif of the London 
slums, and her adventure in happiness with. England’s greatest man., 
If you had wealth, social position, everything, t,q hye “ o r , and your 
doctor gave you only thirty days to livc-r-what would yoU do? A  
picture to send Vou away with a smile|in your heart. A^o FoJt News, 
‘‘Felix the Cat” and “P O W D E R . MARKS.”
Sat. Mat., 3.30; 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9 p.m.,'20c and 3Sc
M ONDAY A N D  TU ESD AY , SEPTEM BER 8th and 9th 
"TIGER L O V E ”
With Antonio Moreno and'Estelle Taylor.
The screen version of the famous opera “The Wildcat,”, with a good 
comedy that will keep an hour.
. Evening, 7:30 and 9 - - 20c and 35c
W EDNESDAY and THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 & 11
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present Z ^ E  GREY’S
«  WA NDERER O F THE
Wa s t e l a n d
An Irvin Willat Production with
JACK HOLT, KATHLYN- WILLIAMS, NOAH BEERY
and BILLY DOVE.
You have never in your life seen aiiything. so amazingly 
beautiful as this natural-color production. Made by a re­
markable new process, brings every h u e 'to  the screen as 
natural as life I , , ,
Also a good Comedy
"THE HALF BACK OF NOTRE DAME.”
Evening, 8.15 p . m . ..........................................
COMING - - "TH E COVERED W AGON”





These Are Dancing Days!
. HEAR SEPTEMBER HIS MASTER’S VOICE
VICTOR RECORDS H^IRE ^
19349 Cuckoo Waltz .  ̂ ^
Lena Scottischc—International Novelty Quartet ....
19361 Lonely Little Wallflower
Worryin’ Blues—Fox Trots .......... —............ ........ ,
19367 Maytime v „  , a  i. * l O C■ Plain Jane—Warings Penns’ Orchestra............ . • V V
19376 Prdtty Soon 7 0 C
19387 Rock-a-bye My Baby Rlues—Waltz
Tears of Happiness—'Waltz  ............. ........ —  
659 From the Land of Sky- Blue Water; , ■ Crtina
Stein Song^-tl.-^^^^^ Werrenrath, Baritone Solo.
"
W E  SURELY HAVE YOUR FAVORITE RECORD
p .  B .  W I L L I T S  S, C O .
PHARM ACISTS and STATIONERS  
—  S E R V IC E — -








.  W O RTH  CROWING ABOUT ,  ' ' _
The Canadian dollar is at par in the New York money market.
The dehydrating plant established by 
the Dominion Government atj, Pentic­
ton is now in full operation.and is turn­
ing out a very high grade product.
The corner stone of the Vernon War ; 
Memorial will be laid by the Bishop^of 
Kootenay on Sunday, Sept, 7th, witlr - 
appropriate ceremonies.
i t  .-I
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aLittle Jimii;iy—“ But Yes, We Have No Jimmy
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GLENMORE
Sr>)
; TRAPNEST t h e  ptOCK
RURING PULLlaST YEAR
' (Expcriitictt^l. Inarms Note.)
. T h e pullbt year of a hcti,'which dat­
es from the day she lays her first egg, 
is an'all*imp6rtaht ohp'jn her life and 
!; oncv to wHie^ the 'owner must pay 
. ilosc  attention; The" pohltr^man's 
.-success in his business , depends vitai- 
.ly  'on his knowledge, o f- the, 'laying 
.•qualities of the pullets, and the only 
^certain way to acquire this knowledge 
;is through, the mcilium of the trapr 
mest. 'f'hb trapneht to the poultry man 
‘ as as important as the milk-scale to the 
.dairyman. It is necessary that the lat­
ter should know how many pounds of 
v înilk each cow gives in her lactation 
-period, and it is equally necessary thht 
. tthc poultryman • know how-'many- eggs 
-this pullets lay in a year, ,
The poultryman who is already ped- 
ijgrecing on his own account is tfsing 
; i.the trapnest as ‘are also ^the.mfen who 
!!have birds entered in . Record^'of Per- 
■ j^formance under the Dominion . Liye 
.'Stock Branch, while the same holds 
-r.true of thfc majority of entrants in 
Egg-Laying Contests conducted .by . the 
'Dominion Experimental Farms Branch.
.Since the word “trapnest” has be- 
M^ome so common; it would seem un- 
;.hecessary to describe' w h a t. is'm eant 
further than to say that it is a means 
w  a hen is retained in the nest
m^til the attendant releases her. B y  
this method, so long as there is .an iden-*
- tifieation band on the leg of the hen, a
- record of all the eggs laid ,by her can
be kept dh a chart. .Not only^sJt dc
sirablC|'tO| know 'whether a ,hcn in her 
pullet year ĥas laid a profitable num­
ber of eggs dr, not/ but ,nlsd vyhether 
she has laid a sufficient liurnbcr of eggs 
ip ihcr pullet year to warrant her re­
tention in the flock as a worthy breed­
er., ,
K. MacBEAN,
Assistant to Superintendent, 
Exlpcrimchtal-Fdirm, Agassiz, B.C
Advantages Claimed For Balloon Tires
Some of the advantages ': generally 
'claimed for balloon tires may he sum 
marized as follows: ' - .
1. —Improved riding qualities, result-
trig in: .'.''V ■ ■
• (h)-'- Greater comfort and less fati­
gue for passengers and operators.
(b) — Less vibration.
(c) — Fevyer adjustments to prevent 
rattles.
(d) —̂ Increased life of car. .
2. —Increased freedom from skidding.
3. — Increased traction and braking
action. /■ ,
4. ~ L e ss  wear on roads (minimizes 
rutting of soft roads).
5. ~  Quieter operation.
6. -r- Permits lighter chassis construc­
tion. ■
7. _O peratcs with lower mflation.
8. — Less trouble from leaky tire
valves. . /
9. - -  Less side chafing in ruts. 
lO:^- Possibly longer Kfe of tire. /  
11.-^ Possibly lower internal friction,
with corresponding saving in fuel.





Seale of UUet y  
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BRITAIN HAS AND W ILL HOLD SUDAN
The great territory on the Nile which Egypt covets, but which 
Premier MacDonald has declared will not be surrendered or aban-
doned. Anglo-Egyptian Sudan is shown heavily^ optlmedr
'll jS s ^ h a l  marutf law proclaimed at-Port Sudan (on Red
Sea) as the result of disturbances.
r ARKCr
Current Prices And Market Conditions
m the weekly Bulletin issued by 
A. Grant, i Fruit Markets Commis­
sioner^ Calgary.) ,
^/-itron, llj. ......................................... .fl4
Blackberries, $2.00 to .... ............... o.OO
Blueberries, ...... .;.i;...........................  3,50
I Medicine Hat
M EDICINE h a t , Aug. 27.—The 
following arc the prices prevailing on 
this market for this week:
Washington Peaches, $2.00 to ......$ 2.15
Italian/Prunes, B.G.* $i;SS t o ..... . 1.65
Bartlett Pears* Wash; 4.50'
Plums,: B.C., 4-bsl^, No, Is 1.90
'Onions, Yellow,' Standard, cw t...... 4.50 Roasters , .35
Potatoes, New, Local, cwt, ..... . 1.75 S ta p  .... ...................... .................... * .17
VANCOUVER, Aug. 27.—Warmer .Country dressed tops to shipper,, 
weather with occasional light showers
has prevailed during the past week.
Duf.ng tlie week the first McIntosh' 
Red apples of the season came in from 
Washington. Okanagan apples hire 
now coming in heavier volume and will 
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Calgary, August 30, 1924 
The W eek-In Calvary 
Fine'weathcr hasiprevaileck at most 
prairie points this . week. Farmers are 
cheerful and the tone of country trade 
reflects a satisfied min'd on their part 
Business to country points shows a 
marked Improvement, .especially on 
mixed carp. ■ .
'The better quality of frujt coming iii 
is'stimulating the city  ̂trade. . i
Considerable shading on F.O.B. ship­
ping point prices is being made by 
small shippersrbut when quality is con­
sidered their offerings/.are not far out 
of' line. . .
It is expected that McIntosh Red ap­
ple prices w ill run from $1.50'to $1.65 
f.o.b. shipping point, .although no defin­
ite pricb‘has been-named.'
Calgary Wholesale Prices 
Apples, B.C., Wealthy, B'ancy,
box, $2.25 to 2.S0
Apples, B.C., Wealthy, crate,
$1.90 t 4 ....................................   2.00
Apples;. Cal. Gravenstein, Fancy, -
box' .................................  4.00
Pears, iB.C.i-'-Bartlett, Fancy, box,
$3.00 t b .......................................  3.50
Pears, BiC,, Bartlett, IC Grade, :
box, $2.75 t o .............................  3.00
Crab Apples, B.C., Transcendent,
box, $1.0O to ......   1.15
Green Corn; B.C. and-Medicine
Hat, doz.‘ . . 50
ig g  PIantj,-Ib. .........................................15
Green Peppers, Ib., 10c to .........  .15
Pumpkin, Squash and Citron, Ib. . .03
Onipns, B.C., Small, lb., 3c to .....* .031/2
i Potatoes, B.C.,' lb. . ..............................02^
! Potatoes, Local, lb. ........................ .01 ̂
Wax. Beans, lb.
^^elery, '13.̂ 3.,. lb. ..............................
~ickling Onions, peach box —.....
Hyslops, box ......... .....................̂
. ’caches, box ...'.j.................... ..........
;’lums, B.C., Jjox, $1.50 to ............
Cantaloupes,* B.C., Standards,
. case, $4.00 to .... ....................
Cantaloupes, B.C., Flats, case,
1 . ■  t̂ '̂ ..........................a...........
lothouse Tomatoes, 4-bskt. ̂ crate 
Tomatoes, Field, 4-bskt.- crate ......
Cucumbers, Hothouse, box, $1 to 
Cucumbers, Field, box, 75c to ....
Strawberries, crate .....    4.00
Blackberries, crate ...............   2,00
; Blueberries, basket......... ................ 3.00
; Rhubarb, Local* lb. ......... ........ . .02
Calgary Car Arrivals 
August 21st-27th
B.C.: 4 mixed fruit and vegetables;
6 mixed vegetables; 2 pears;’ I mixed 
apples and pears. Alberta: 2 mixed 
vj^getables. Imported: 8 peaches; 3 de­
ciduous fruits; 1 mixed fruits; 1 grapes, 
Calif.; 1 melons, Wash.
Edmonton
EDM ONTON, Aug, 28.—This has 
seen another week with a considerable 
amount of rain which has affected busi­
ness more or less and there has not 
jeen as heavy an amount of preserving 
and pickling goods moved as was ex­
pected/ There have been several cars 
of Elbertas in this week but on the 
whole the market has been short on 
them. Bartlett pears ' have been mov­
ing out quite freely, but there has not 
jeen much demand^ for the other var­
ieties. Only a fair demand for prunes 
and plums at present. The  ̂ Wealthy 
is the principal variety of apple now on 
the market here and sale on them has 
been good. There have been a few 
crate Duchess and Strawberry come in 
here which have been very poor stock. 
There has been considerable shrinkage 
on some shipments of ripe tomatoes 
and cukes which came in, an^ this stuff 
going on the market has tended to keep 
the price down on these lines. There 
has been practically no demand at all 
for. green tomatoes yet. The same 
thing applies to peppers. They cannot 
be. given away. There have been a lot 
of poor Transcendent crabs arrive here 
this season. It would seem that some 
of these had been picked a consider­
able time before they 'were shipped. 
Local vegetables are now on in quant­
ities. Everybody, is expecting that with 
holidays over and school rfe-opening 
the housewife will be considering pre­
serving and pickling, and that business 
will open up real good next month. 
Approximate prices will be as follows:
.Transcendent, best, c a se ..... l.SO
Wealthy, crates, crate, $2.10 to ....2.35 
Wealthy, wrapped, case, $2.50 to 2.75
plums. No.. 1, case ........................ 2.25
Plums, No, 2, case ........................ . 1.90
Italian Prunes, c a se ........... .............. 1.50
B.C. Bartlctts, case .........i........... . 3.75
Tomatoes, Ripe, case, $1.00 to__  1.10
Tomatoes, Green, case ...................
Cucumbers, best,..case .... .......
Cantaloupes, Standards, c a se .... ...
Cantaloupes, Flats, c a se ...............
Peaches, Elbertg, c a se ......... .........
0>eler̂ ,̂ lb.
Cabbage, lb...........................................  .04
Carrots, lb. ....................................     .04
Beets, lb. ......     .03
Turnips, lb. ............................     03
Potatoes, lb. .............— ................. OlĴ i
Plums, B.C., 4-bskt., No. 2s ........ 1.60; market.
B.C. Field Tomatoes ..... . 1.25' A few pears have come in during the
week from the Upper Country. Many 
of these arrived in a condition which
Loose Duchess Apples, $1.25 to,: l.SO
Loose Wcalthics ....   2.25
Wrapped W ealthies........  ...... 1 2.50
Transcendent' Crabs ...................... 1.75
Blueberries ..............................   3.2S
Tokay Grapes ........    S.2S
necessitated quick sales. They were 
not green enough to hold.
Peaches are holding steady at ̂  the 
listed prices* These are substantially
Bananas, lb. .................. ............... .12 higher than those of a year ago and the
Arrivals: One car bananas; one car indications arc that they will remain 
oranges; three cars Washingtori peach- so throughout the season. T he supply
es and pears; two cars B.C. mixed.
, Saskatoon- . 
s a s k a t o o n , Aug. 27.—This mar­
ket is still in very bad shape on apples. 
Crates sell wholesale at $1.00 and $1.50. 
Market better on other B,C. comniod- 
ities; " .. '
Crates Wealthies are selling at $2.00, 
wrapped $2.50. This is nearly cost on 
crates.
B.C., 4-bskt. Plums, $1.90 to ....*—$ 2.00
Pears, Fancy Bartlett .... 3.75
Pears, Choice ................................  3.50
Pears, other varieties, wrapped_ 3,25
Italian Prunes .... 1.60.
Peaches, No. 1 ........................    2.00
Peaches, ' No. 2 .......__— ............. 1.75
Crab" Apples, $1,65 to ..................... 1.75
(No Hyslops rolling.)
Ripe Tomatoes 1.10
Green Tomatoes  1.35
Onions .................................................  4,25
Pumpkin, Citron, Squash, lb. ........ .03
Field Cukes, peach boxes ___......... 1.00
Peppers, peach boxes ____________1.50
Cabbage, lb. -ii.........:...:.......:............ ,04
Potatoes, Ashcroft, cwt. .......— 2.50
Celery, Ib. .........................  .06
The arrivals tjiis. past week have 
been: 5 cars B.C. assorted apples,
wrapped and crates; '6  cars assorted 
B.C. vegetables; 4 cars^ssorted plums, 
pears, etc.
Harvest is now starting and condi-
is so light that one canner found it ne­
cessary to buy wrapped peaches Jrom 
California, the bulk stock which is 
tially used for canning pjjrposes not 
being obtainable in sufficient quant-*,
Tomato prices have declined further 
during the week, field stock being as 
low as $1.00 per crate. At this time 
last year the market was badly demor- 
^alized, $1.00 being the top price. , This 
condition was brought about by indis­
criminate shipping with a resultant ac<r 
cumulation of ripe ;Stock in . the dealr 
— ’ hands which either had to  be sac-ers









REGINA, Aug, 27,—Market still re­
mains rather quiet-but this is offset to 
a certain extent by a few cars being 
placed at country points.
W HOLESALE* PRICES 
Apples, B.G., wrapped, $2.25 to....$ 2.75
Apples, crates, $2.25 to —...... ......... 2,50
Apples, Imported, Gravenstein,
I*' £mĉ '̂
Pears, B.C*, Flemish Beauty,
Fancy, $3,65 to ........ ............... 3.75
Pears, B.C., Flemish Beauty* C
Grade ...:......................    3,50
Pears* Imported, Bartlett* C Grade
^ .0 0  to      4.25
Crab Apples, B.C., Transcendent, ■
Fancy, $1.25 to ...............    1,50
Crab Apples, Hyslop, Fancy, $2 to 2.25 
Peaches, Imported, Elberta,
$1.80 to . . ................ . 2.10
Plums, B.C., Prunes, $1.60 to .... 1.75 
Plums, B.C., Pond’s, Columbia, .
$1.50 to ........ ................ . . 1.95
Plums, Greengage ......  2,25
Plums, Ont„ Burbank, 11-qt.
■ bskt., $1.75 t o ...................    1.85
Plums, B.C.,-Yellow Egg, 11-qt.
bskt. ............................    2.00
Tomatoes, B.C., 4-bskt. crate,
$1.25 to .......... . ..................... . 1;50
Tomatoes, O nt, 11-qt. bskt. ........ l.SO
Potatoes, B.C., cwt..........................  2.50
Onions, B.C;, cwt...... ...................... 3.50
Celery, B.C., Washed, per Ib. ........ .09
Celery, B.C., Unwashed, lb. ......  .05
Cucumbers, B.C., box, 90c t o ....... .. 1.25
Cabbage, Local, Ib. .......... ...... . .04
Carrots, B.C., lb. .............. ...... ;..... .04
Car arrivals August 21st to 27th- 
B.C., 3 mixed fruit; 4 fruit and veget­
ables. Ontario, t-wo mixed fruit. Man­
itoba, 1 vegetables. Imported, 5 mixed 
fruit, 1 peaches, 1 pears.
Winnipeg '•
W INNIPEG, Aug. 27.—There is no 
thing of any particular interest to re­
port this week; the weather is much 
warmer and it has made the fruit busi­
ness brisker. The following are the c^r 
arrivals since the last report:
B.C.: 7 apples, 1 crab apples, 3 pears, 
3 mixed fruit, 1 cucumbers. Ontario: 
2 tomatoes, 4 mixed fruit, 1 vegetables. 
Imported: 1 prunes, 2 peaches, 2 pears, 
1 onions. /
Wholesale’ prices, British Columbia 
products:
Apples. Wealthy, Fancy, boxes,
$2.75 to .....$ 3.00
Apples, Wealthy, crates, $2.25 to 2.5Q 
Grab apples. Transcendents, Fancy
box ................ ................ .V.... 1.75
Pears, Bartlett, Fancy, boxes-----  4.50
Tornatpes, 4-basket crates 1.00
Celery, lb. .................. ........... ......... .06
Onions, Yellow, Sample Grade,
to n ................ ........1................ *....70.00
Wholesale prices, Ontario products: 
Apples, Wealthy, Duchess, 11 qt. 
basket
Plums, all varieties, 11 qts,, $1 to 
Plums, all varieties, 6-qts., 60c to 
Tomatoes, 11-qt. baskets, 75c to 
Blueberries, 11-qt., $2.75 to
Cucumbers, 11-qt., 75c to ...........
Wholesale prices imported prpducts: 
Peaches, Elberta, Crawford, No.
2, box, $2.00 t o ..... ............... . 2.25
Plums, Diamond, Tragedy, 4-
, basket crates ..... ......;..............  2.25
Pears, Bartlett, Fancy and C
Grade  .................... :  ......... 4.50
Prunes, Italian, box ...------------- ... 1.50
rificed or lost altogether. It is hoped, 








A carlot of tomatoes which for qual-: 
ity and appearance would be very hard 
to beat came'in from Walhachin during 
theiweek.-- "
The following produce has been imr 
ported through 'Vancouver during the 
week ending August 26, 1924:
Apples, Wash., 172 boxes; pears. 
Wash., 9,518 boxes; peaches, ■ Wash, 
and Cal'., 22*745 boxes; plums, Wash., 
23 crates;. Italian prunes. Wash,, 4,248 
boxes; apricots, Wash.* 20 boxes; grap­
es, Cal.* 1,150 crates; oranges,; Gal,, 1,- 
545 cases; lemons. Gal., 716 cases; 
grapefruit, Fla., 20 cases; peppers. Gal.* 
2 crates; sweqt potatoes* 'Gal,, v and 
China, 3,443 lbs.; yams, China, 500 lbs.; 
water melons, Wash, and Gal., 2,062; 
cantaloupes, Cal., 1,458 crates; bananas, 
3,210 bunches; casaba^ Cal'.* 945; hon- 
eydews. Cal., 604; Persian melons, Cal., 
6 crates; egg plant. Cal., 1 crate; rad- 
.ishes, "Cal., 5 sacks; turnips, 5 sacks; 
onions, Wash., 909 sacks; onions, pick­
ling, Cal., 7 sacks; cabbage, 3_S crates. 
Apples, California^Gravenstein ....$ 3.50
Apples, smaller sizes .................... 3.25
Apples, Jeffreys, Washington..... . 3.25
Apples, Wealthies, crated 1.75
Apples; Wealthies, fancy ......  2.25
Apples, Cooking, from .................. 1.25
Apples, Crabs, Transcendent .... 1.25
Pears, Bartlett ................. ........... 3.75
Pears, Local ......... .........................  2.50
Plums, Washington and California,
$2.00 to ..*....     3.00
Plums,-Local ...................................  1.75
Peaches, Crawford, $1.65 to ,.......  ,1.75
Peaches, Lovell ..................    1.45
Peaches, Elberta .........    1.50
Italian Prftnes, box, $1.15 to ........ 1.30
Grapes, Malaga, $2.75; Tokay .... 4.00
Blackberries, cra te .........................  1.25
Rhubarb, lb. ......... ................ *..... . .02 j
Cantaloupes, Flats, $2.00 to 2.251
Cantaloupes, Staridards  ..... .—  4.50
Honeydews, crate........ .—............. 3.00
Casabas, lb ......... .............  .06
Water melon, lb. ........  .04
Tomatoes, No. 1, Hothouse 2.00
Tomatoes, Field Lug— ................   1.35
Tomatoes, crate ..........  1-00
Peppers, lb.        .1214.
Egg plant, lb.  ......... /.............. .15
Cabbage, lb. .........    .04
Cauliflower, dozen .........................  2.25
Celery, dozen bunches, 60c to ...... 1.15
Green Peas, lb. .....................        .07
Green Beans, lb. ...................  .07
Parsley, dozen ..............       .30
Beets, sack^..........     1.75
Carrots,* saefc ..............      1.75
Parsnips, sack ......      2.50
Pumpkin and Vegetable Marrow,, .03
Sweet Corn, Bantam, doz. .....----- .50
Radishes, doz...... ................. ......I..... .30
^jarlic, lb. .35
Oifions, Washington, sa ck ..... . 3.50
Onions, Okanagan .........     3.00
Onions, Green, doz.......................  .15
Head Lettuce, crate ..............   1.50
Sweet Potatoes, lb.......... ................ .15
New Potatoes, sack ........................ 1.50
Cucumbers, Local (Outside), doz 
50c to
B.C. Honey, 4 Ib. tins  ..... .—.....
Comb Honey, 24 12-oz.
Wholesale 
' Hbgs: '
Courttry dressed prime light to
shipper ........... .P
Wholesale ....................... *.............x.. .15
’’Sample Grade” Onions 
A complaint has been filed with us 
re "Samj^lc Grade” onions. While this 
quality is. stipulated in tl(c Root & 
Vegetable Act, _wc cannot sec how it 
can be used with'^my satisfaction to 
shipper or jobbers. When a dispute 
arises between jobber and retailer, thd 
jobber has no redress las he could  ̂not 
submit; a satriple to buyers of individ­
ual sacks. ' It is dur opinion this ‘qual­
ity should not be shipped from'B.C. as 
it is only a trouble maker.' * Surely 
Fancy, Choice, Standard and Boilers 
should be ample to grade any onions 
fit to market. ■
F.O.B. Shipping Point Prices 
Apples, heavy to Wealthy, Fancy,
• box ..... .............. ............ ............$1 .50
Apples, heavy to VVe' l̂thy, clrates 1.35 
Pears, Flemish Beauty and Bous-
sock. Fancy, box ................. . 2.50
Ptears,,Flemish Beauty and Bous-  ̂
sock, O Grade* box .................. 2.25
Peaches* Elberta, last shipment ex­
pected within one week, Fancy l.SO 
Peaches, Elberta, last shipment . ; 
expected within one week, G, ’
Grade, box ...........   1.25
Plums, Assorted, layered ....   -1.25
Plums, Jumble ...... ............—  1.00
Greengage and Damspn, Jumble 1,50
Grab Apples, Hyslop, b o x ....... . 1;2S
Onions, ton ...;.........       45.00
Cabbage,’ when available, ton .....; 60.00 
Pumpkin, Squash & Marrow* ton 25*00 
Citron, ton 40.00
Beets and Carrots, ton 40.00
Cantaloupes, Standards 3.00
Cantaloupes, Flats ............ .—------- 2.00
Sweet, Potatoes*; 100 lbs. ................ 1.75
Green Peppier, box ........................ 1.25
Cucumbers* bo^ ............—............ . .65
Tomatoes, ripe, crate ............— .75
Tomatoes, Green* : box .75
Onions, Silver Skin Pickling, box 1.25
Celery, lb., 2c toT.....*.......     *03
Sweet Corn, doz........... . .25
Egg Plant, lb.
The Glcnmorc Ladies’ Club m et at 
the home o£\Mrs. D. W. Suthcrhuf'id on 
Tuesday afternoon last. Owing to se­
veral of the '^ictiibcrs being engaged in 
picking, packing, etc., many were un­
able to enjoy the beauty of the after­
noon at such a delightful spot, closet©  
the lake. I t  has been thought , udyis- 
able not to hold a meeting on Septem­
ber 9th, as the picking season will then - 
,be in, full swing owing to the season 
dpening earlier this year.
Mr. Frank Watson, who had spent  ̂
his vacation here, returned to the Coast 
last week.
, •  I*, ■» "
 ̂ 1̂  is hard to realize that the . Orst 
scholars of the Glcnmorc School arc 
now starting out on careers. Some of 
the boys have been out for some time, < 
having completed their studies. Misa 
Alice Brown has now started teaching v- 
at Mabel Lake, while Miss Christine 
Ferguson left on Thursday last for 
Normal. This brings home to us tho ' 
fact that the Glcnmorc School haa 
been in cxistcricc twplvc years.
Mrs. Raymond Corner spent the 
week-end at Summcrland. , \
* I* «
Mr. arid Mrs. W* R. Reed and fam­
ily, also Mr. and Mrs. y .  Martin and 
Betty, have returned to the valley. ;
The Rev. A. MacLurg conducted the 
service in the School on Sunday even­
ing.
The packing house is now busy. The 
camp occupies Its position on the Per­
ron lot as last year.
recjpo bptobon recptest
A few are making a first picking of 
^acs* but picking will hot likely; be­
come general til l' rtext week. ,
* ■ ■■' -
The^ news of the/ (Jlcnmore Gun 
Club does not come this way, but 'wo 
understand that Mr. J. N. --Cushing 
did well, winning first place in some.' 
of the events, and that B3[r. Morton 
! ?aigc tied for the Pettigrew Cup at 
the Labour Day shoot.
■School opened oh Tuesday with Miss 
; Phyllis Teague again in charge. A num- 
ber of new scholars were admitted.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Hurhe returned 
home on Wednesday, evening last from 
a very enjoyable camping trip. *’
Mrs* Stocks, who has. spent several 
-weeks with her daughter, M rs/ George 
Moubray, left on Wednesday by car
for her- home in Penticton. ;
* « *
Mrs. Woodley and-Master 'Maurice 
Hatt, who have been summer guests 
of Mr.' and Mrs  ̂ G. H. Reed, left on 
Thursday morning for Calgary.
* * V
Mr. G. H. Reed anh Mr. Alex. Kin- 
near spent the week-end at Merritt. 
Mr,- Kinnear played on the Kelowna, 
team in the Robertson Cup contest.
Mr. Russell and Mr. Lloyd Large, 
of Hupei, near Enderby, have, returned 
again this season to work in the Glen- 
more packing house.
Miss Anne Duncan, Broxburn, near 
Edinburgh, Scotland, cousin of Mrs. 
George Reed, -who has been - touring 
the States, arrived on Thursday forin
a stay in Glenmore.
The Penticton Municipal Council is 
applying to the Provincial Government 
for a loan for the purpose of providing 
that municipality with additional stor­




Eggs to producer, cases returned:
Pullets
Fresh Firsts ..... ____ ___ ___ ___  .33
Fresh Extras ......... .......... .36
Wholesale:
Pullets ..................................   .34
Fresh Firsts i——  ........ .—.—  .36
Fresh Extras .......................   39
Storage Firsts ..................   .32
Poultry (live) to shipper:
Light Hens ...........................    .15
Medium Mens   ......... .........—. .16
Heavy Hens, 18c to____ _______   20
Light Springs . ... .— -----------------  .20
Medium Springs ............. ............. .' .21
Heavy Springs............ .—...... ........ .25
Old Ducks  ......... .—    .20
Young Ducks  ..........- ........................ 22
Wholesale (dressed):
Light Hens  ..... ....................... *—.... .21
Medium Hens, 22c to ................. J... .23
Heavy Hens, 2Sc t o ......... ................  .26'
Light Springs ....... ........ ............... .33
Medium Springs.... .......................   .30
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F^GXfi EIG H T t h e  KEtOW ifA COURIER AND OKANAOAN ORCHARDIST
TH URSDAY, SEPTEM BER 4, 1W4
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That continues to be good, is a 
good tea to continue to buy.
, For over twelve years
MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
has consistently continued a G O O D  
'lea . A  blend of Broken Orange 
Pekoe, Assam  and Darjeeling.
MCKENZIE’S BLUE LABEL TEA
continues to satisfy the popular palate.
7UC PER POUNB
The McKenzie Co., Ltd.
PHONE 214
■ |iil!i!;;i!i
Y o u  P r o f i t -
B\Y FEEDING OUR RELIABLE LAYING 
MASH IN THE STEADY INCREASE IN 
EGG PRODUCTION.
PRICE 
Per 100 lbs. $2.35
P u t up in sm aller  q u an tities  w h en  required.
BUY W HEAT AND OATS
Before further advance in price takes plaqe.
Quaker Flour and Cereals. Alfalfa and Timothy Hay.
Uccidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
KELOWNA, B. C.
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
V .
.'.v.-.C-.-Xw.-
y.̂  . ’
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LACROSSE
Kelowna Ŵ ili C^ntcot For Shaw Cup 
Upon Armotrbng’a Terms . ,
'* Armstrong wilf' a llow  Kelowna no 
.share of the gate receipts for any
games played for the Shaw Cup, held 
by the northet'ncrs without , contest; 
sluice 1914. The subjoined letter ex­
plains the rcuflon why, and it will scoi^ 
leather curious to the average lover of 
athletics that the present day players 
of, lacrosse In Armstrong, few, if any, 
of whiom were in the game in 1914, 
should seek rcimburaemciit for outlays 
made by Others so many yoairs ago. 
Ho\Vcvcr, the Kelowna boys are good 
sports and that Armstrong wants all 
the shekels .does not worry them, so 
they have accepted the terms laid down 
and' will play at Armstrong for the 
trophy pn two successive Thursdays, 
Sept. 11th and 18th.^Thcir gamencss 
in issuing the challenge and agreeing 
tc Armstrong’s conditions will com­
mend them in the esteem of all true 
sportsmen, and it is to be hoped that 
a strong contingent of Kclowniaits will 
accompany them upon both occasions 
to lend them encouragement and cheer 
them on ,to victory.
' “Vernon,. B.C., Sept.- 1, 1924. 
“Mr. Angus McMillan,
Kelowna, B. G. ,
“Dear Angus;
“On Friday I had a long chat with 
Fred Murray with reference to the 
Shaw Cup. The Armstroiig ultimatum 
that you play two games,, both atIS
SECOND ATTEM PT TO GET INTO CANADA PROVES SUCCESSFUL
■ John Cassidy of Glasgow and his family, who have arrived in Canada 
with the third Hebridean party of settlers, destined for Alberta. Cassidy’s 
second attempt to get into Canada was more successful than his first. He 
came as a stowaway in September last year on, the Cassandra, and was handed
off the .ship to the tender mercies of Judge Choquette. The kind-hearted Judge 
with Cassidy’s sincerity that> although he deported himwas so impressed ___ _____  ̂ _ ______  ̂ ___ , _____ _____ ____
under the law, he promised to facilitate his speedy return to Canada. Father 
MacDpncll in the meantime brought him with his Scottish and Irish settlers, 
and the. I>and Settlement Branch is placing him oh a farm in Alberta.
Armstrong, one on the 11th and the 
other on the 18th, or the first on-the 
18th and the other on the 25th at their 
option, and they must know by Wed­
nesday of this week.
Mr. Murray says that it cost them 
$400.00 in expenses to win the Cup, as 
they had to play  ̂two games at Kam­
loops without any* portion of the gate 
receipts or other allowance. No rules 
as to the winning of this Cup seem to 
be in existence and, as I  see it, if your 
team wishes to play this year, you must 
meet Armstrong’s terms or let the mat­
ter go until next yeat. In the interval, 
as the sole remaining Trustee, I will 




The miners keep up the pressure, how­
ever, until Couper finds an opening and 
shoots,' the ball- just grazing the out­
side *of th e  goal post, Kelowna now 
gain control for a time and succeed in 
eluding tlicir opponents, Fisher scinding 
ia  a shot that rises over the cross-bar. 
The. play returns to Kelowna territory, 
Ovington kicks and l-tcwis 'saves. A  
shot from Couper forces Lewis to con­
cede a corner, but the ball is kicked ov­
er the goal net, Scholl is next forced 
to give a corner which Fairley places 
in front of goal and' Kinncar clears. 
Both sides have" been playing a fast 
ganic, .with our half-backs kept prcjtty 
much on the defensive' and th e ’Mer­
ritt \ forwards ati  ̂ half-backs trying 
their best to penetrate our goal. A few 
minutes' before the end of the first half 
Ovington,, taking a, corner kick, places 
the ball, perfectly in the far top Corner 
of the KcloVvna goal, amid loud cheers 
from the xrowd. Play continues in Ke­
lowna territory until the half-time 
whistle ends the period, ’ the tally be­
ing i-0 against Kelowna.:'
Second Half
Changing ends, Kelowna now have 
the assistance ,qf the wind and early in 
the second, half Merritt give a corner, 
the ball being carried by a gust of wind 
over the goal. The. Kelowna forwards, 
assisted by the half-backs, keep the 
ball well in Merritt territory but the 
opposing backs and half-backs arc'eas­
ily able to break up any dangerous at­
tempt to score. Kelowna are awarded 
a free kick near centre field. Kinnear 
takes it, every one watching the ball 
flying true towards the mark and just 
skimming over the bar. Had it been 
the width of the bar lower, it would 
have been a hard one for Hill to stop. 
So another tense period ends.
Nice combination by Merritt for­
wards relieves the pressure on their 
own goal, then for a short while play 
held in centre fidd,'the powerfulIS
FOOTBALL
Robertson Cup Goes To Merritt
a-
For the third year in succession 
Merritt and Kelowna have furnished 
the two premier soccer teams in the 
Interior of B. C. This year, fate, cir 
cumstances, yes, and superior skill on 
the football field have combined 
place Merritt on the championship, pe 
destal and the Robertson Cup will 
bide in the custody of the coal miners 
until another opportunity offers to play 
for it. The' Kelowna football team 
champions of the Okanagan, put up 
good fight to retain possession of the 
cup and, although they failed, there is 
no string of disgrace attached to its 
loss, as they did the best they could 
and died game.
The match, played at Merritt on La­
bour Day, was a fine exhibition of foot 
ball, especially so by the Merritt team 
which was well balanced and without 
any apparent weakness in any part o 
the line-up, and no one, least of aV 
their opponents, grudges them their 
victory. While saying this, it is only 
fair to point out the heavy handicap 
the Kelowna boys had to overcome 
They had to play on strange ground 
before a crowd that naturally favouret 
their own side, after having travelled
a distance of nearly one hundred and
as
seventy miles in autos, with only 
small contingent of faithfuL backers on 
the field to cheer them, but perhaps 
worst of all was having play at the 
outset against both wind arid sun. Mer­
ritt was lucky enough to win the toss 
of the coin and of course elected to 
play with wind qnd sun behind them. 
The game started at 1.30 with the sun 
almost dead ahead of the Kelowna men, 
as the football field liesi north and 
south, and with a strong south wind 
>lowing' straight into the Kelowna 
goal, both conditions being undoubtedly 
strong factors in favour of the Merritt 
players.
Mr. W. Fairley, of Merritt, officiated 
referee, and his impartial haridling 
of the game had much to do with keep­
ing it clean and free from any disa­
greeable features.
First HaK
On the kick-off, the Merritt forwards 
are soon in Kelowna territory, forcing 
Woods and Kinnear to do their best 
right from the start. As fast as they 
clear their charge the Merritt half- 
^cks feed the ball back again, the for­
ward line passing nicely. After about 
six minutes of this sort of play, Mc- 
Stay sends in a beautiful shot that Le­
wis just as nicely stops. An occasional 
retaliating rush by our forwards is in­
variably broken up by Fairley or Ir­
ving. Merritt arc given a free kick 
near the Kelowna goal, by Lewis 
clears and a tense moment is ended.
kicks of the backs of both teams alter­
nating in frustrating the efforts of the 
opposite forwards. After several min­
utes of that sort of play in which neith­
er side seemed able to gain the advan^ 
tage, Couper by a nice dribble eludes 
all opposition, fooling Kinnear and 
Lewis, and scores a beautiful goal, the 
only really earned goal .of the day. This 
tally had a depressing effect on the 
spirits of Kelowna’s supporters but,not 
on the team and they retaliated with 
an offensive that was for a short time 
quite as good as anything showa by 
Merritt, Hill being forced to clear 
number of well placed shots. Time pas 
sing, in desperatioh Bert Woods en 
gineers, an assault, the forwards and 
half-backs uniting, and by sheer weight 
they almost succeed in scoring. Irving 
relieves at the critical moment. About 
five minutes before the end of the game 
while the Kelowna forwards are work 
ing bard for a tally, Fisher is foulet 
as he is about to shoot. The referee 
awards a free kick near the Merritt 
goal, and Costerton places it in the net 
at a point beyond Hill’s reach. After 
that the game soon ended without any 
further feature, both teams appearing 
to still have considerable “pep” in re 
serve at its conclusion.’Score:- Merritt 
2; Kelowna, 1.
, The teams were:—
M ERRITT.—Goal, Hill; backs, J 
Fairley, Irving; half-backs, Hallimari 
Grieves, Dunigan; forwards, D. Fair- 
ley, Couper (Capt,), Issitt, MeStay, 
Ovington.
KELOW NA.—Goal, “Turk” Lewis; 
backs, Kinnear (Capt.), Bert Woods 
half-backs, T. Handlen, Scholl, W  
Handlen; forwards, McClymont, Fish­
er, Costerton, W. Woods, MacDonald
Notes
The K.A.A.C. and football team are 
indebted to the following citizens who 
supplied the cars to* carry the team and 
their friends making the long trip: Mes­
srs. J. Pringle, J. Silcock, S. T. Elliott, 
T. Pitt, Bert Mussatto, F. Fletcher
The party left McMillan & Owen’s 
Store about 8.30 Sunday morning, go­
ing and returning by the Kamloops 
road to the Nicola, and traversing all 
of the latter valley as far as Merritt. 
♦ ♦ *
Headquarters-while in Merritt were 
at the Adelphi Hotel.
Jim Burt was unable to make the 
trip and Alex Kinnear captained the 
team in his stead. A wire was received 
from Burt to Chester Owen, secretary, 
imploring the boys to “baud on tae the 
Cup.”
* * *
Turk” Lewis created a favourable 
impression as a goalie on the Merritt 
boys, and' they admired his speed in 
pouncing on dangerous shots. Scholl 
was also recognized as a valuable ac­
quisition to our team. Kinnear and 
3ert Woods played their usual sterling 
gam e.,
* * *
Merritt, as we said at the beginning, 
were - well, balanced, with Irving and 
,'airley at full back letting nothing 
pass them. The half-backs played their 
position well. R. Couper (Capt.), play­
ing inside right, was a host in himself, 
and it was a treat to the Merritt spec­
tators to see the forward line in action.
* * *
After the game a banquet was given 
the visitors by the Merritt football 




PRG SEG UTbR IN  HOME
. ^:V' CASe : > , ,
D, L. McCarthy, K.C., noted Cariad- 
ian counsel and- Cijown prosecutor in 
the Home Bank case, has returned to 
Torbrito from Vancouver,. where he 
went to interview some witnesses who 
may be required at the trial. He applied 
for permission to take evidence ,on 
commission, button objection from the 
defence counsel this 'was refused.
WANTED
t e n d e r s  f o r  FARM LEASE
SEALED TENDERS, addressed to 
the undersigned, for a three-year lease 
(subject to sale) of the property known 
as the Christien Ranch, situate near 
Kelowna, iB.C., will be received up to 
September Fifteenth (ISth), A.D. 1924; 
the highest or any tender not neces­
sarily accepted.
For full particulars apply to:—
C. H. JACKSON,
Agent for Land Settlement Board,
' Kelowna, ;B.C.




This is a special bargain and we 
have only a limited number.
LONG LIFE GOLF BALLS 
are
Silver Kings, W hy Nots, Dunlop 
Maxfli, Colonel C. Spalding 50 
Kroflite and St. Andrews.
Every ball guaranteed uniform, 
perfectly painted and fresh stock
HUNTERS ! ! !
Official shooting regulations will be out 
in a. few days. Let us supply you with 
dependable ammunition, guns and re­
pairs.
“ O .K.”  Cycio &  Sport Storo
Phone 347 GLENN BLOCK
TED  BUSE
S ’ Bi S fD 0  O
Wkle|)loutb
, K e e p  All t h e  Fbcxl? 
N o m u l d !  “  ^
Use No i^ber l̂ 'n̂ s 
“ Conuenlenf \/ide Mouth
Awarded the
uiH mrrrk ^ .3*NI---------MCCO 1916̂
IT DOESN’T PAY! D
O
to take a chance on losing 
your fruit by using out of 
date jars and old tops.
S
We Stock and Guarantee 
W IDE MOUTH MASON 
ECONOMY 
PERFECT SEAL and 
QUEEN JARS
and all Accessories, and offer 
them at
RIGHT PRICES.
B B S B B  B  B  I
n.:  Holoios ■< 
Gordon, Ltd.
Family Grocers Phone 30 ■
Quality up to a standard “ 
-—not down to a price.
a  B 19 a
RUTLAND PO UN D  DISTRICT
Pound Notice .
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
bfic heavy blatfk marc* np visible brand; 
ope bay marc and colt, no brand; one 
brown gelding, no visible brand, three 
White feet; were impounded »n the 
Pound kept by the undersigned on the 
1st day of September, 1924, pn the S. 
E. J4, Section 23, TOwnshm 26.
A. W . D A LG Lm SH ,
, Pbundkeeper.3-2c
According to a report recently Issucdl 
by thc,bcpai:tnicnt of Mines, Ottawa, 
the primary, platinifcrous rocks of the 
Tulaniccn area arb similar to, those of 
that portion pf the Ural Mountains, 
Russia, which for ccnturica> prist has 
been the chieffsourcc i of thc wbrld'ri 
lode platinum. ’The Tplame^^  ̂
is, however, a much more difficult 
country in which to find; placer, or ajlu- 
yial, platinum I than the Ural Moun­
tains, as the platinifcrous gravels in the 
Urals Wb spread over broad valleys, 
whereas in the Tulamccn district they 
arc deposited in parrow vallcya which 
are almost canyons'.
The unevenness of a tennis court led 
to the discoVery of a mine at Beaver- 
dell recently. A blow was struck with I
a hammer at a small point of rocR 
which was protruding above the gtaso 
and this disclosed mineral which shono 
brightly in I the sunlight. In the dig­
ging which naturally followed the 
court was hiincd but a vein of ore wa*. 
uncovered and since then the owncro  ̂
of the property have shipped a carload 
of galena from their former tcnnlS' ‘ 
court, which has proved valuable.
‘^ S o C R A S ' n N A T I O N  i s |  
TH E TH IEF OF TIME? ”
is a very old saying which has been 
brought home to several in our 
ncighbourjhobd of late. Some of ottr 
gbod fricuds: have had losses on 
which they had insufficient or no 
protection at all. i In some cases the 
owners had thought of protecting 
their buildings, bht had delayed in­
suring until it'w as too late. Firo 
insurance rates' pre reasonable and 
a few dollars premium may save 
you thousands.
DO NOT DELAYI SEE
C. W. U/ilMnson & Co.
EstobUshod 1893
Comer Bernard Avo. and Writer St 
Phono 2S4







” 20th CENTURY ”
The' newest Style Ideas’ for th e ' 
Fall and W inter 1924 Season.
TheY embrace every new; de? 
sirable Model—ultra-sm art Mod­
els for Young Men, Business 
Suits and Conservative M odels
9 -  Q,
'f'
The trend of style at present in Men’s attire indicates 
a desire on the part of the greater majority of men of this 
country to be better dressed and through their appearance 
express their individuality. This is exemplified by the use 
of more brightly toned fabrics and the . easy graceful lines 
of the new models.
In  connection with our Custom -Tailoring Depart­
m ent this season we are displaying the brightest, and most 
up-to-date selection of Imported Woollens we have been 
able to show for years and of which we are justly p roud .. 
W e make these up to your individual measure at a cost 
very little in advance of what you pay,- for a ready-made 
garment and a t the same time we guarantee the fit and ; 
style of all our Made to Measure Clothing;
W e would be pleased to have you • look a t these sam­
ples of Suitings and Overcoatings rind see the wonderful 
\ values you can get at a very moderate, cost.
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD:
PHONE 215 KELOWNA, B. C.
